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Radical Love is an active relation between its own proposal and the ways in which this
proposal is enacted, or manifested in the world. In this way it is a mechanism for the
enaction of theory; it is a discursive praxis. Taking a radical (or looking to the
root of the meaning) conception of love we centrally attempt to politicize it. The
following documentation serves as a material record which supplements the first
incarnation of Radical Love:
Radical Love proposes to give form to the following tenets;
1 to be self-authenticating
2 to construct a cohesive bond and support for every participant
3 to erode cynicism, careerism and all modes of self-disenfranchisement
4 to sustain an anti-capitalist ethos
5 to fight against 'weak thought'
6 to propose new modes of living
Conceived initially as an expanded seminar Radical Love took the form of a 3 day 2
night camp in Blessington Co.Wicklow, Ireland. The event was based around the agenda
of committing to an exchange, discussion, gift or participation, whereby ones normal
rules/senses are put on hold or put into a 'state of exception'. Radical Love required
its participants to live together for the duration of the camp. This created a rupture
to everyday life, in a way that a standard seminar does not, requiring a decidedly
unprofessional approach to the presentation of critical thought. The standard form of
an event for the presentation of ideas (be it as
exhibition/lecture/seminar/gig/party/protest etc.) occupies a tidy temporal pocket
which can be tagged onto the end of a working day. Radical Love proposes a break in
this routine and an antidote to the latent hierarchies, fashions and alienating
tendencies of contemporary discursive fields which fail to deliver on their promise of
inclusion.
The result of the camp was 6 essays, three sculptures and two performances. But the
most important product of the weekend was the creation of a cohesive bond between its
participants. In accepting the demand of Radical Love, its participants became
subjects-together; they created new ways of thinking and acting in common - while
simultaneously assessing and re-assembling their own capabilities to act.
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Art, Politics, Cuts & Cracks
and Innumerable Patches
Donal Foreman

What follows has emerged from my personal experiences as a filmmaker, critic, curator,
a general engagement in events across all art forms, and many discussions with
individuals working in other disciplines, particularly as part of the No Fixed Abode
reading group and the Better Questions workshop project. It’s hoped, but not assumed,
that the definitions and implications that are outlined here will resonate with others
dealing with similar problems—the key problems in question here being
1)

The challenge of developing art’s capacity for subjective transformation in any
kind of consistent or accumulative way, while eluding the dangers of cooptation and neutralization

2)

The real and potential intersections and exchanges between artistic practices
and anti-capitalist political activity

In tackling this, various conceptual tools have been borrowed and mingled—the key ones
being from Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. Their concepts, and those of others, are
employed here based on partial and sometimes willfully selective readings, but
hopefully in a way that’s in keeping with the ethos of reinvention and use value most
of these philosophers emphasize.

1. ART
In ideal terms, love is what drives and animates artistic processes, events and
communities: people make it, and experience it, because they love to. We can outline
this love by way of a biographical detour:
My own childhood artistic practices zigzagged through drawing, comic books, painting
and writing, eventually focusing itself in collaboration-based filmmaking at the ripe
old age of 11. These engagements were impulsive and often had their origins in
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arbitrary playful tangents (a friend had a video camera, and we were bored one day,
so… etc.) They were never institutionally supported, even when they technically
“were”; being told to draw in the classroom was a sure creative block, but doodling in
the margins of math textbooks felt like something necessary and fulfilling.
In experimenting with each of these forms, I created a space in my world that did not
exist before. This began as a mental and imaginative space; a way to explore and think
through possible and impossible forms and relations. To make clear that I am not
talking about was nothing exceptional in its earlier stages, these forms and relations
could include men with two heads and dismembered versions of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. But as I matured, they began to take on more affective and intellectual
depth, spurred by my discovery of other artists and thinkers. Finally, through
filmmaking collaborations with my teenage friends, these experiments opened up a
social space; a way not just to sketch and hypothesise different forms and relations
but to actually invent them, share them, and intersect them with others. With all this
came different modes of perception, thought and interaction with the world that were
not being catered for within the structures of family, school or elsewhere.
Why was this so compelling? In part, it was certainly a kind of survival mechanism; a
way of holding on to and conserving a certain autonomy of sensibility that constantly
risked becoming dissolved in the conformity of primary and secondary level education
and the general surrounding cultural banality. But it was also something more
positively productive than that: throughout all these experiments, my sensitivity to
the world and capacities to act within it actually increased, and not just within the
spheres of making or experiencing art. Love is a good word for this, since it starts
with a love for the activity itself and then for the spaces that it opens up, and
finally for the surprises, the hitherto unseen, unfelt, unthought—and even the
hitherto impossible—that these spaces facilitate.
This is a kind of love that is not just satisfying or pleasurable (at least once it
gets past the first stage of love of the activity) but, as Hardt and Negri put it in
relation to their political conception of love, “an ontological event in that it marks
a rupture with what exists and the creation of the new”. (1) Art, as a form of love,
is a means of producing subjectivity. And as Guattari put it, these kinds of
encounters “can irreversibly date the course of an existence and generate fields of
the possible ‘far from the equilibria’ of everyday life.” (2)

2. CUTS AND CRACKS
One does not think without becoming something else, something that does not
think.
— Deleuze and Guattari (3)

The concept of the refrain, which Deleuze and Guattari develop in A Thousand Plateaus
and Guattari continues with in Chaosmosis , is one way of considering how art
intervenes in the subjective process. Although it can be applied to almost any sphere,
they begin with the example of a bird’s song as the archetypal refrain:

Certain specific song sequences serve to seduce a sexual partner, warn off
intruders, or announce the arrival of predators. Each time this involves
marking out a well-defined functional space. In archaic societies, it is
through rhythms, chants, dances, masks, marks on the body, ground and totems,
on ritual occasions and with mythical references, that other kinds of
collective existential Territories are circumscribed. (4)
The concept becomes most useful when we consider its ambivalent relation to Deleuze
and Guattari’s overarching concepts of territorialisation and deterritorialisation.
It’s not too difficult to see contemporary artistic practices fitting into this
picture as another form of, as Simon O’Sullivan puts it, “the production of a
particular kind of subjective territory”—but didn’t Guattari just say that the artist
deterritorialises ? (5) Deleuze and Guattari do indeed define the refrain as an “agent
of deterritorialisation”, but they also posit it as “any aggregate of matters of
expression that draws a territory.” (6) The relationship between these terms is never
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clear-cut in their writing, with territories always containing potential
deterritorialisations which in turn constantly risk being re territorialised. But,
partly because of this precarity, they provide a useful tool for considering the
strengths and weaknesses of artistic processes.
It seems clear that the points of production and reception of a work of art, when
they’re effective, always instigate lines of deterritorialisation; what Deleuze and
Guattari call “lines of flight”. Guattari calls art “an activity of unframing, of
rupturing sense, of baroque proliferation or extreme impoverishment, which leads to a
recreation and a reinvention of the subject itself.” (7) This point is also pivotally
an encounter with difference : with something other, new and unknown.
It may be helpful to look at two distilled versions of the territorialisation /
deterritorialisation distinction: in Deleuze’s older pairing of “an object of
recognition” against an “object of encounter”, and in Hardt & Negri’s contrasting of
identitarian love against alterior love.
Simon O’Sullivan outlines the first pair:

An object of an encounter is fundamentally different from an object of
recognition. With the latter our knowledges, beliefs and values are reconfirmed.
We, and the world we inhabit, are reconfirmed as that which we already
understood our world and ourselves to be. An object of recognition is then
precisely a re presentation of something always already in place. With such a
non-encounter our habitual way of being and acting in the world is reaffirmed
and reinforced, and as a consequence no thought takes place. Indeed, we might
say that representation precisely stymies thought. With a genuine encounter
however the contrary is the case. Our typical ways of being in the world are
challenged, our systems of knowledge disrupted. We are forced to thought. The
encounter then operates as a rupture in our habitual modes of being and thus in
our habitual subjectivities. It produces a cut, a crack. (8)
Hardt and Negri take the Christian mandate to “love thy neighbour” as the crux of
their distinction: one can interpret the phrase as meaning “love those most proximate,
those most like you” (identitarian love—love of the same) or instead see “the
neighbour not as the one nearest and most like you but, to the contrary, as the other”
(alterior love— love of difference). The identitarian conception is for them a corrupt
form of love “which hinders and distorts love’s productivity by forcing it constantly
to repeat the same” (9), where as alterior love is equated with Spinoza’s notion of
joy: “that is, the increase of our power to think and act, together with the
recognition of an external cause”. (10)
One more concept from Deleuze may help clarify what the implications of this encounter
with the unknown, this love of the other, are. For him, art produces “a shock to
thought, communicating vibrations to the cortex, touching the nervous and cerebral
system directly.” (11) It does so by confronting us with what Deleuze calls, after
Maurice Blanchot, “the impower of thought”—that is, the unthinkable; something which
is uncontainable, in excess of our powers of comprehension. This confrontation can be
violent, in a certain sense; Artaud calls it a “dissociative force” (12), Guattari “a
rupture of sense, a cut, a fragmentation” (13) and Deleuze “a fissure, a crack.” (14)
But, paradoxically, it’s this unthinkable which makes thought possible; in order not
to simply be a “love of the same”, it must confront its own limits, come “face to face
with its own impossibility” (15). As a result, thought attains a “higher power of
birth”, and art becomes the kind of joyful encounter Hardt and Negri talk about: our
capacities are renewed and expanded. Temporarily, at least.

3. INNUMERABLE PATCHES
Man, and the animals, and the flowers, all live within a strange and for ever
surging chaos. ... But man cannot live in chaos. ... Man must wrap himself in a
vision, make a house of apparent form and stability, fixity. In his terror of
chaos he begins by putting up an umbrella between himself and the everlasting
whirl. ….. Then comes a poet, enemy of convention, and makes a slit in the
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umbrella; and lo! the glimpse of chaos is a vision, a window to the sun. But
after a while, getting used to the vision, and not liking the genuine draught
from chaos, commonplace man daubs a simulacrum of the window that opens on to
chaos, and patches the umbrella with the painted patch of the simulacrum. That
is, he has got used to the vision; it is part of his house-decoration. So that
the umbrella at last looks like a glowing open firmament, of many aspects. But
alas! it is all simulacrum, in innumerable patches.
—D.H. Lawrence (16)
It should be pointed out that all these notions of alterity and unthinkability really
applies to art in its more powerful forms; with more modest works, the effect can
simply be the affirmation of a pre-existent territory; you are comforted and flattered
rather than destabilized and unsettled. But even when it does function as a kind of
deterritorialising refrain, there’s no telling that, afterwards, you won’t end up
reterritorialising into an equally stable and settled state of being as you were in
before, perhaps with an added layer of self-satisfaction at your open-mindedness and
good taste. Indeed, the effect of art is often fleeting, due to both our own stubborn
tendencies towards inertia and stability, and to the multitude of less noble refrains
that structure our subjectivities in the rest of our lives. This list is probably
endless, but it’s worth outlining some of the key ways in which artistic practices and
experiences can become “objects of recognition”.
When it comes to art production itself, the most prevalent is probably the submission
of one’s creative choices to the approval or perceived demands of peers, institutions,
market forces or even the forebodingly anonymous mass known as “The Audience”. Even
when these submissions are resisted, reliance on financial support often necessitates
at the very least developing a discourse of recognition around one’s work, translating
its otherness into recognizable structures to satisfy the requirements of funding
applications or press releases, for example. Having to do this while in the process of
making the work – or perhaps worse, before having even started – is certainly a risky
thing, like explaining away the unthinkable before ever having even encountered it.
But there are of course many artists who manage to maintain autonomy in the creation
of their work—indeed, for all of the potential encroachments, art is still one sphere
where autonomy still has some kind of privileged position; the artist Claire Pentecost
calls it, not in favourable terms, “a performance of freedom” that is perfectly
permissible by society as long as it stays within its bounds. (17)
It’s these bounds—namely, the circuits of distribution and presentation that are open
(or not open) to a work—that often limit its deterritorialising potential. As an
“experiencer” of art, the principle obstacles are visible in the fact that the word I
have just used is not really a word, and the only proper alternatives—viewer,
spectator, and most of all consumer—have reterritorialisation built right into them.
Commodities are defined by their equivalence, their identifiability, measurability,
containability—which is why the commodification of experience in particular is such a
devastating thing. Consumption reinforces and accumulates identity rather than
breaking it down; it cannot engage with the unidentifiable, and so cannot produce any
kind of “shock to thought”.
Although internet filesharing technologies, self-distribution and the existence of
independent exhibition venues have opened up the possibility of a different economy,
engagements with film, music and literature are still typically determined by
corporately owned distributors and exhibitors, who, to varying degrees, dictate the
terms of its reception. To take film in particular, great works occasionally squeeze
their way onto these distribution circuits (although even when they do, they are still
judged on their digestibility or indigestibility as commodities)—but more often than
not real difference is excluded from these circuits in favour of consumable
difference. We can take as an example how Hollywood neutralised the risk of
independent cinema in the 1990s by incorporating elements of its difference that
seemed to attract viewers. As Benjamin Halligan has written:

It becomes a matter of articulating a foreign language within a familiar
linguistic system, so that the foreignness becomes ultimately little more than
a nuance, a quirk. … All films in between were pushed towards one of the two
poles, so that there was no ‘in between’: a film was either the same or not the
same, and not to be the same was to come to still be the same; not being the
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same had been co-opted. … When even ‘difference’ becomes a commodity, then a
certain equilibrium has been achieved. (18)
While modern capitalism is particularly skillful at this kind of subsumption, these
processes are of course nothing new, and it’s the ways in which they operate on
individual and internalised bases that is perhaps most troubling. Fan culture is one
example of how individuals involve art in a “love of the same”. It’s particular
obvious with teenagers and their favourite TV show or movie franchise, in which
discussion and engagement with the show becomes a way of reproducing a comforting
identity and linking it up with whatever values and desires the product’s beautiful
characters embody—but it’s presence amongst more “artistic” or niche circles should
not be overlooked. Any passion for art, even one forged by deterritorialising lines of
flight, can easily settle into a kind fandom or cliquishness, bonding with others over
shared likes and dislikes, comparing lists names and favourites. This is an even
greater risk for artistic communities or scenes, where the difference of one’s tastes
or practices becomes a badge of belonging among a particular set—a signifier of
sameness, essentially.
While art is principally about shaking up such complacencies—“a line of flight from
representational habits of being and thought on/into the multiplicity of the world” as
O’Sullivan puts it (19)—it can easily set the stage for their resurgence, an issue
that Deleuze and Guattari repeatedly confront. Describing the aftermath of
deterritorialising experience, where our perception now encompasses “the distinctions
that appear in what used to seem full, the holes in what used to be compact”, they
warn of the danger of a self-satisfied “clarity”:

We think we have understood everything, and draw conclusions. … First, supple
segmentarity runs the risk of reproducing in miniature the affections, the
affectations, of the rigid: the family is replaced by a community, conjugality
by a regime of exchange and migration; worse, micro-Oedipuses crop up,
microfascisms lay down the law … We have overcome fear, we have sailed from the
shores of security, only to enter a system that is no less concentricized, no
less organized…. (20)
Much as Deleuze and Guattari encourage processes of deterritorialisation, they are
almost paranoid about the dangers: the line of flight must “constantly be protected
not merely against its false imitations, but also against itself, and against the
reterritorialisations which lie in wait for it.” (21) They ask:

What is it which tells us that, on a line of flight, we will not rediscover
everything we were fleeing? … In fleeing fascism, we rediscover fascist
coagulations on the line of flight. In fleeing everything, how can we avoid
reconstituting both our country of origin and our formations of power, our
intoxicants, our psychoanalyses and our mummies and daddies? (22)
These micro-fascisms, as O’Sullivan has pointed out, are not explicitly fascist in a
macro-political sense (they reside within people of all political persuasions), but
rather refer to

the propensity for hierarchy, fixity and stasis (or simply representation) with
which we are all involved, but which, for Deleuze and Guattari, can stifle
creative, and we might even say ethical, living. (23)
As stifling as these dangers might be, it seems naïve to suggest that they can somehow
be avoided or eradicated completely, or that that would even be completely desirable;
as Deleuze and Guattari admit, “How could movements of deterritorialization and
processes of reterritorialization not be relative, always connected, caught up in one
another?” (24) Plus, as Emily Dickinson wrote, “True poems flee” and trying to cling
on to art’s ephemeral impact can be just another reterritorialising impulse. (25)
But surely there must be a way to create lines of flight that are stronger, more
frequent, more consistent and more powerful?
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4. POLITICS
Subjectivities reshaped by art are typically subjectivities out of joint with the
ruling consensus. The cuts and cracks that art create and the “higher power of birth”
that it renews in thought, opens oneself up to wider perceptual and conceptual reevaluations. If it doesn’t happen through an increased awareness, the ways in which
creativity is blocked and captured by capitalism can force the realisation: for
example, the experience of being unable to focus on art because of the pressures of
wage labour, or having to submit autonomy to institutional or market demands, seem
like ready-made ammunition for a capitalist critique. In this sense, we can adopt
Hardt & Negri’s suggestion that “love nourishes indignation” (26), which they
consider, after Spinoza, “the ground zero, the basic material from which movements of
revolt and rebellion develop.” (27) Autonomous experiences heighten one’s sensitivity
to the limits put on autonomy everywhere, and as a result, one could expect there to
be a natural affinity between art and radical politics, and artists and activists—and
that this affinity would be deepened by the fact that in both fields, the problem of
reterritorialisation is paramount.
Activist practices are also involved in the production of refrains, many sharing
similar qualities and properties to artistic refrains, though usually with a more
essentially social character: for example, practices of direct action, occupation,
public demonstrations, the formation of autonomous groups, spaces and forums and the
provision of services. Like in art, these refrains can have different implications,
being principally territorial and defensive (eg, “we want our community to stay just
the way it is”) or opening up to more deterritorialised, productive spaces (eg, “we
have no autonomous space for ourselves so we will make it, or take it”). The recent
student occupations of many universities across California give some strong examples
of the latter tendency, and in the rhetorical flourishes of some of their communiqués
— seeing in occupations a way to experience “the joy of constantly reopening the
crusty scabs of dogma that numb our minds and bind us with their handcuffs”—we can see
a similar emancipatory drive as that which motivates artistic production. (28)
But even when such political refrains act as explicit “agents of
deterritorialisation”, the risk of co-optation or neutralisation are numerous.
Arguably the practices with the most subjective radical potential, such as
occupations, are plagued by their own unsustainability; they cannot go on
indefinitely. In other situations, such as grassroots community organisations, the
desire for consistency and continuity can lead to a reliance on state funding which in
turn necessitates an institutionalisation and bureacratisation of their processes.
Struggles for autonomy based on particular identity formations, such as the gay rights
movement, have been easily absorbed into capitalism’s representational economy, and
thus transformed into thoroughly consumable forms of difference. Likewise, protest
actions easily risk slipping into habitual, spectacular forms that become more
assertions of state-given freedoms of speech and demonstration than any kind of
meaningful challenge to the state. Perhaps most problematic is the ways in which
attempts to expand and popularise a political project becomes reterritorialised in
polemical and proselytising processes more akin to advertising or evangelical
missionaries.
In reality, genuine encounters between artistic and activist practices seem few and
far between, and the communities and scenes involved in each are also largely
distinct. Part of this disconnect seems to result from a wariness on either side
towards the reterritorialised forms of the other—but it’s because of these limitations
that an encounter between the two could be productive.
An artist friend of mine recounted his experience at a political demonstration, where
the emphasis on oratory rhetoric and repetitive, collective chanting made him want to
start “rooting for imperialism”. Another friend, studying art at college and dealing
with a tutor with a heavy bias towards “socially engaged”, political art, found
herself wanting to make work that was “irresponsible” and transgressive of such
engagements. While one could construe these anecdotes as evidence of depoliticisation
among artists, the key implication here is the primacy of subjective processes for
those involved in the arts—and, correspondingly, the fact that, in most of its forms,
anti-capitalist politics neglects these processes. This neglect could be seen as one
of the particular “micro-fascist” traps of political activism, linked to the desire
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for efficacy and the achievement of particular goals. In order to become effective,
people must join the movement; in order to join, they must be persuaded (through
argument, propaganda, the accumulation of “evidence” and “facts”); and once they join,
a certain univocality must be achieved “to make ourselves heard”. What this logic
excludes most of all is our immanent powers to create spaces in which joyful
encounters can take place—instead, individuals are incorporated into a group as
objects of recognition, around a politics which is already agreed, understood.
On the other hand, much as art may privilege these subjective processes and the
immanent creation of spaces, it mostly neglects the question of confrontation that is
central to political practices. I’ve never heard of an artist refusing funding by the
state, but this is always at least a contested issue in activist circles—this is not
to say that refusing funding is necessarily more “political” or confrontational, but
that even asking the question opens up a certain set of problems about artistic
autonomy that one may be oblivious to otherwise.
But, as Claire Pentecost writes, “For most people who become artists the encounters
that decided their fate were with the process itself.” In many cases, given the
freedom to absorb themselves in this process, many artists do not look for anything
else. Pentecost gives an example:

Once at a party in New York I asked a very successful painter what his day was
like. He flashed a big smile: “I get up in the morning and I do exactly what I
want.” It’s understood that painting is exactly what he wants to do and he
paints exactly how and what he wants to paint. He has a loft in the city and a
house in the country near where his friends, other successful artists, have
houses in the country. Autonomy achieved. (29)
The only problem with this is that so many people cannot afford to do it, constrained
as they are by the pressures of wage labour or the enfeebling limits of many funding
structures—and many more were never even given the spaces in their childhood to
develop these desires.
As Hardt & Negri point out, indignation is also importantly born in recognition of
injustice towards others . There is also the question of complicity; if one is lucky
enough to have the freedom to make the art one wants to make and make a living doing
it, how does that freedom feed into the larger social and political circuits; or in
other words, why is it allowed? According to Pentecost, this is in a way the artist’s
job description: “to express or perform freedom as it is tacitly defined and valorized
by our culture.” (30) This raises the question of what an autonomous art practice
might look like that could not be so easily inserted into capitalistic circuits of
representation but instead challenged, subverted and confronted them.

5. FIRST PRINCIPLE: BELIEF
The question of the future of the revolution is a bad question because, in so
far as it is asked, there are so many people who do not become revolutionaries,
and this is exactly why it is done, to impede the question of the
revolutionary-becoming of people, at every level, in every place.
—Deleuze (31)

In raising these problems within the frames of these philosophical concepts, I haven’t
intended to resolve them, but rather bring them into focus in a particular way. In
conclusion, I’d like to develop these concepts a little further, with a view to
providing not at all prescriptions, but rather a few potential principles or starting
points, for moving beyond these impasses.
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The first principle, and one that has really been underlying everything written here,
is a kind of anti-realism. The realism in question is the one people refer to when
they talk about the Real World. The Real World is usually one that exists outside of
or after school and college, typically characterised as harsh, unforgiving, governed
by rules of which one must submit oneself in order to make a “living”. Refusal to
acknowledge and yield to these rules is generally conceived as youthful naivity or
misguided idealism. In this framework, education becomes a means of preparing you for
insertion within these ready-made circuits of reality.
In writing so far about art as a form of love, as a means of producing subjectivity
and creating spaces for transformative, joyful encounters, the Real World has been
implicitly ignored. This is because the processes described so far are not realistic,
in the sense of representing a given reality, but are rather constitutive of that
reality. As Hardt and Negri put it, “Being … is not some immutable background against
which life takes place but is rather a living relation in which we constantly have the
power to intervene.” (32)
This is not at all to suggest that the world’s problems can be solved by “positive
thinking” but simply that by forfeiting this central, subjective strength, no project
really has a leg to stand on.
But it’s also important to emphasise the necessary impossibility of success. For a
start, a huge amount of people have no interest in producing reality in this way—
indeed some will do anything to avoid it. Spinoza asked "Why do men fight for their
servitude as stubbornly as though it were their salvation?", and Deleuze and Guattari
picked up on this as “the fundamental problem of political philosophy”. (33) They talk
about people who “flee from flight”, who desire “security”, “the binary machines that
give us a well-defined status” and “the system of overcoding that dominates us”. (34)
These are the people filmmaker John Cassavetes caricatured in his impression of a
typical film viewer reacting to one of his films (objects of encounter if ever there
were some) with the cry, “A new experience? Oh, no! Save me. Anything but that!” (35)
While there is always a temptation to hide this problem, to be “optimistic” about
things, it’s a mistake to feign recognition of what still needs to be created.
Deleuze’s notion of “a people to come” is a useful way of reframing the issue. In
talking about the political “Third Cinema” of the ‘60s and ‘70s, Deleuze
differentiated it from earlier political cinemas in its understanding that “the people
no longer exist, or not yet…the people are missing”. (36) Whereas with the Soviet
cinema of the ‘20s, for example, there was “the idea that the cinema, as art of the
masses, could be the supreme revolutionary or democratic art, which makes the masses a
true subject” (37)—after the mass popular cinemas of Hitler and Stalin, this was no
longer tenable. As Deleuze says, “if an art necessarily imposed the shock or vibration
[of thought], the world would have changed long ago, and men would have been thinking
for a long time.” (38) And so,

Art, and especially cinematographic art, must take part in this task: not that
of addressing a people, which is presupposed already there, but of contributing
to the invention of a people. (39)
The invention of a people should not be mistaken for persuading or converting or
manipulating a people, for creating fans, followers, members or any kind of congealed
mass—but rather creating spaces and connections which create the possibility of “a new
people”—that is, new subjectivities, new relations and ways of being, and with it the
possibility of greater collective actions. As O’Sullivan writes, this kind of approach
“does not so much offer up a set of knowledges as set up the conditions, we might say
the contours, for future knowledges still to come.” (40)
As such, there is no question of making people do anything. We are all drawn to our
own “impowers”, unthinkabilities (or could be once given the opportunity)—this is our
foundational passion, our love, by definition a love of the unknown—and all we can do
is create spaces in which this love can grow and encounter others. One may talk about
forcing a confrontation, an encounter with a person, space, institution that may not
have asked for it but may still be productive—but not an action .
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This is an approach that is at once modest and egalitarian, yet at the same time
insanely ambitious; asking people to do nothing but follow their love, but at the same
time believing that this may change everything. Belief is a central thing for Deleuze,

To believe, not in a different world, but in a link between man and the world,
in love or life, to believe in this as in the impossible, the unthinkable, which
none the less cannot but be thought: “something possible, or I will suffocate”.
(41)
A belief that opens up possibilities rather than closes them: one that is both
disillusioned—“the people are missing”—and productive: “no one has yet determined what
a Body can do”. (42)

6. SECOND PRINCIPLE: CONNECTIVITY
What are your lines of flight, where the fluxes are combined, where the
thresholds reach a point of adjacence and rupture? Are they still tolerable, or
are they already caught up in a machine of destruction and self-destruction
which would reconstitute a molar fascism? … But other dangers stalk each of
them, more supple and viscous dangers, of which each of us alone is judge, as
long is there is still time. … How can desire outmaneuver all that by managing
its plane of immanence and of consistence which each time runs up against these
dangers?
—Deleuze (43)

How can desire—in our terms, we could say love—outmaneuver all that? It’s an open
question that returns again and again for Deleuze and Guattari. How can we create
lines of flight, or networks / patterns / series of lines of flight, that do not fall
apart or reterritorialise—how to create some kind of consistency?
In thinking about this, the concept of connectivity is invaluable, if we use Deleuze
and Guattari’s description of connections as “the way in which decoded and
deterritorialized flows boost one another, accelerate their shared escape, and augment
or stoke their quanta.” (44) Since refrains are our primary means of creating these
kinds of flows, what we’re looking for is a way to compose a kind of network of them
that will form interactions, exchanges and new encounters. This would form the kind of
“constant protection” Deleuze and Guattari talk about, but not in a conservative
sense; on the contrary, it would protect by destabilising, warding off stagnation,
with each new line of flight “deterritorialising the other, pushing the line further …
a system of relay and mutations through the middle”—that is with no beginning or end,
no top or bottom. (45)
To an extent, artists are already familiar with the idea of a refrain-system, in the
way we create a kind of experiential programme for ourselves to inspire our work or,
as Zadie Smith has written, just to keep from sleepwalking (46): watching this,
listening to this, going to this; all the art we engage with on a regular basis, and
the connections that form between them. In a way, it’s how art is composed as well: as
Robert Bresson said, you “bring together things that have as yet never been brought
together and did not seem predisposed to be so”—encounters of images, ideas, objects
that would not have happened otherwise. (47)
But if the latter personal refrain-system still falls within the bounds of a kind of
safe autonomy, this connectivity would be an expanded practice of proliferating
encounters, not just restricted to ideas, affects and artworks but incorporating
people, spaces, worldviews, ways of being, relationships; encounters between
encounters. This would involve not just making these links but creating spaces in
which they can be made, and using these processes to ward off the risks of collapse or
rigidification; in this sense connectivity would be a means not just of composition
but also decomposition (in the way that filmmaker Raul Ruiz spoke of a film’s images
composing it and decomposing it at the same time). (48)
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In trying to think about a way of developing these connections on a consistent,
strengthening basis, we’re really seeking a kind of territory that is not a territory,
a “deterritory” which is perhaps closest to Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of a
“deterritorialised or autonomous assemblage”, an aggregate of components that passes
through different territories, adjusting and transforming itself as it does. (49) The
filmmaker Robert Kramer, in talking about his experience with various political and
artistic collectives and communities, seems to be describing these kinds of autonomous
assemblages when he talks about “battlegrounds” (if we had time, we might find
resonances with Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the “war machine”):

These were places where unfamiliar things happened and happened to you. Old
structures were called into question, challenged again and again from different
angles and in unexpected ways. And where the world, or a picture of that world
kept getting reconstructed in different ways.
Comfort was not exactly one of the main themes… on the contrary. Neither
physical comfort, nor mental, not too many assurances or reassurances. They
functioned as such rich places of learning also because conditions were so
difficult and demanding.
They also had an uneasy relation to the outside world:

The communities were in evolution, each one, in a process of development in
relation to the things happening around them. But they were also selfsustaining, like a train roaring through the night, and at a certain point, if
you didn’t want that trip, you just had to get off the train. (50)
The image of the train is the strong one, but I wonder if jumping is the only option;
what about changing lines, or dismantling and rebuilding the train to facilitate new
possibilities? A “deterritory”, or its potential emergence, should be judged not by
its size or its ability to stay the same—that is not what is meant by consistency in
this context—but by the flexibility of its movements, the vitality of its connections,
exchanges and encounters. This is a consistency that survives only by continuing to
move, like a shark, like Deleuze’s definition of the good in life (love?) as that
“which knows how to transform itself”. (51)
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MUD BODIES
Oisin Byrne and Christopher Mahon

MUD BODIES was a participatory performance by Oisin Byrne and Christopher Mahon for
Radical Love.
The piece was conceived to complement and enact the theoretical drive of the seminar.
The participants woke early to a fire, and a large pot of bubbling hot black mud,
applied to face and then to bodies. The mud's particular visual effect occluded the
individual, self, and indeed the professional - rendering others and oneself
unrecognisable. Encasement in soil remembers and envisions interment; a death of self.
The mud covered bodies proceeded to the lake, washing off the mud amid notions of
rebirth and baptism.
The documentary images were produced with the assistance of Frank Wasser and Patrick
Hough.
www.oisinbyrne.com
www.christymahon.com
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Faith, Love and Difference
Paul Maguire

This is an essay on Love and difference in the thought of Simone Weil. I will begin by
discussing the video work Episode Three (2010) by Renzo Martens to discuss its
treatment of suffering and I will then consider sufferings place within contemporary
lines of theological and humanist ideology. I will finish by considering the
difference of monotheism in contrast to Zizek’s critique of contemporary Zen Buddhism.
In Episode Three , a video work by Dutch Artist Renzo Martens, a documentary approach
is used as the artist visits coffee plantations in the Congo and speaks to the people
who work there; impoverished labourers many with malnourished children. As Martens
walks through the Congolese Jungle the documentary style of the video is ruptured as
Martens sings Neil Young songs about the pain man inflicts on man as the song swells
on the soundtrack.
In a somewhat messianic fashion, Martens sets out to make the impoverished Congolese
people he meets aware that their poverty is a resource consumed by the world. He
erects a neon sign on wooden poles which reads “(please) Enjoy Poverty” As he explains
to the villagers, the sign is in English (which they do not speak) as it is not made
for them to read, it is made for westerners to read. Martens then trains local
photographers- who normally take images of people on their birthdays or other special
occasions for a dollar per photo, to instead document the pain and suffering of the
people living around them, for a far greater profit. The photographers have to be
trained to mimic the gaze of their customers, we see Martens directing them to take
photos which show the exposed ribs of starving children.
Martens work is our focus for two reasons. Martens has said of this video that he
wished to make a work which was in some way conscious of itself, which reflexively
took into account who was making it and for whom and the relationship of these
elements to the situation dealt with in the video. This approach makes Episode 3
palpably different from familiar political artworks which leave us with a clear line
of argument which demarcates guilt, or which indicates to us a suffering which we are
uncomfortable with and leaves us in ambiguity wondering “what can be done?” What
Martens does in his reflexive fashion, is to implicate the viewer by playing the part
of the western subject within the situation itself, at ease within the situation and
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not experiencing guilt or anger at what is witnessed. This is what Martens calls
taking responsibility.
The second reason why the work is interesting is that is confronts us with a Western
subject who enjoys or needs suffering. Not only in the fact that the suffering of
Congolese workers maintains prices for coffee and other products for which we are not
willing to pay more, but in the sense that suffering also fills some kind of spiritual
need in the Western subject’s life. As Martens says to the villagers in the midst of a
communal celebration around the sign. “Being with you in your suffering makes me a
better person” This statement, apparently utterly incongruous to the situation is
nonetheless a common belief implied wherever suffering and those who suffer are in
question.
We possess a strong reverence towards other’s suffering particularly in the case of
the third or developing world. It is a presence which we have been trained to respond
to by following traditional narratives around it. By removing the escape of these
narratives, Martens exposes us to it anew.
Perhaps the root of this western appetite for suffering has to do with our Humanist
and secular understanding of the world. The question of suffering within the
ideologies in this part of the world is a curious one. It brings to light the limits
of our enlightened humanist view of the world. As we are all familiar, the lack of a
God brings about the furtherance of human happiness as a trans-global goal, the only
one still with any apparent basis. If we take this goal at face value we can see that
it falls far from being fulfilled within a global capitalist hegemony. At this point
it must be remembered that communist and socialist ideologies is also part of the
humanist view, that it also seeks the happiness of all the peoples of the world, via a
more effective solution.
Against the humanist/scientific/democratic consensus of secularism (if there is anyone
is still willing to listen) is the voice of the Catholic Church promoting regressive
objections to all scientific advances probing troubling new directions and changing
our social reality. One of the most fiercely contested fights the Church brings
against the modern secular world is the war against abortion. In the Church’s view
this epitomises what is wrong with western society. As the Church sees it, for the
sake of her own happiness and self-fulfilment the pregnant woman who seeks an abortion
is willing to end a life.
The argument that the Church clings to is the insistence of the humanity of the
foetus: pointing out such things as beating hearts and visual correlations between the
foetus and a new born baby etc. However what the Church really cannot stand is the
obverse argument of the Pro-Choice organisations which denies that the suffering of
the foetus takes place. For the church the strange in-between state of the foetus is
an in inhuman core which stands for the fragile nature of all human life: fragile but
loved by God from the beginning. The pro-choice argument is made up of testaments to
the foetus’s difference from what is human, from what qualifies for legal protection
under the U.N. Charter for human rights. Because of this the foetus is unfeeling, it
is like a vegetable and does not suffer. What is important for the church is that the
foetus feels pain and suffers and as such has a human dignity to it. That the foetus
is killed and that its suffering is denied is doubly outrageous for the Church and
pro-life organizations.
The obverse occurs in the Euthanasia debate. In this instance it is the right of the
adult sentient being to end their own life vs. the value of human life despite and
perhaps because of its suffering. These arguments rage on in repetition, never moving
beyond the initial lines drawn up by either side which represent the emptiness of both
of their positions. Both sides argue over the empty category of Human life. However
what is going on is the conflict between two fundamentally opposed views of life. On
the secular side, the objective visible life of the mother and her prospects and
happiness in life of course have precedence over the invisible in-human form whose
ambiguity lies outside what can be legally recognised with clarity. For the elderly or
disease suffering individual, it is again their right to end their life as it can no
longer be lived fully or happily.
In this conflict we can see how the secular humanist view and theological view takes
sides around the issue of life, right and suffering. These issues are responded to in
the work of Simone Weil, which may take us around this deadlock.
Weil’s philosophy is that of the Gap or of Lack within the subject. This Gap is
present in several ways. The initial gap produced is the Gap between God and man. God
is fundamentally separate from man, absent from the world. Human beings are wretched
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in comparison to God as God loves only himself and humans may love only God, and love
themselves only through loving God.
Another gap is present in the logic of the Void. The void is a space opened by the
suspension of our power. It is the gap opened up by lack; of reward or of need. This
void is the space which is opened for the supernatural force to enter. The gap
produced by evil is a void which is the worlds’ need for God. The void exists within
the subject also as the lack within desire. The human wretchedness of desire revolves
around a lack which is due as Weil says “to the fact that the process of looking and
of eating are two separate things”. It is within this void that we must empty our
desire of all content and finality.
In this way Weil’s thought encounters the problem of time. “The past and the future
hinder the wholesome effect of affliction by providing an unlimited field for
imaginary elevation. That is why the renunciation of past and future is the first of
all renunciations.” “The present does not attain finality. Nor does the future, for it
is only what will be present. We do not know this, however. If we apply to the present
the point of that desire within us which corresponds to finality, it pierces right
through to the eternal. That is the use of despair which turns the attention away from
the future.”
To return to Martens work we can see that the poverty of the Congolese people
represents a void, a lack, which is suffering. It is this void which creates our sense
of value, a spiritual value which is incompatible with our secularism and which in
physical terms is compensated for with material aid and charity and on a broader level
with the long term ambitions of progress, or development. It is one of the functions
of the imaginary to fill in and compensate this void. This is what Marten’s work
refuses to do. By leaving the void open and without compensations
This conception of the gap gives a new value to suffering, which Weil terms
affliction. Affliction is the moment when the subject senses the void in its entirety,
and senses the lack of God. In the experience of Affliction the perception of time is
altered so that the present is unbearably inescapable. For this reason, Affliction can
be a moment in which supernatural grace fills the void within the subject. The
supernatural value which is found in affliction does not make it something that is to
be strived for. Suffering must be avoided so as that affliction which reaches us may
come to us in all its bitterness.
In Weil’s thought there is a conscious objection to the values of humanism. As Weil
says, the reason for man’s wretchedness and greatness is the fact that he wishes to be
an egotistical, selfish being but cannot. Man is always tied to some greater abstract
force or quality, some Big Other in whom his actions become meaningful. What takes
this place after the Death of God is what Weil terms the Great Beast. This is the
collective, the social good which becomes our goal, whether in this social goal is
part of a field such as science or art the goal belongs to the same collective.
Without the presence of faith, the invention of progress becomes necessary and with it
its conception of time in which all finality resides in a future which is never
reached.
In the context of Weil’s criticism of the Great Beast we should note Zizek’s claims
for Zen Buddhism’s (a kindred spirituality of desiring without an object)
compatibility with Capitalism. It is not only the Western adoption of Zen, with its
goal of self actualization through harmony that this compatibility testifies to but
also to Japanese culture in which a corporate Zen has facilitated Japans
modernisation. How is Weil’s spiritual reality to be compared to that of Buddhism? If
Weil’s spiritual view opposes itself to humanism how is it that a belief with which it
is linked spiritually through the emptying of desire can be used to its ends.
In Slavoj Zizek’s book The Puppet and the Dwarf we encounter a criticism of Zen
Buddhism and philosophies of the One. As Zizek points out, in religions of polytheism
multiple Gods are posited, existing on a neutral background of Oneness. The Zen
Buddhist conception of Oneness throughout the universe is in contrast to the
monotheism of Christianity which formulates difference in itself
”in contrast to the multitude which can display itself only against the background of
the One, its neutral ground, like the multitude of figures against the same background
(which is why Spinoza, the philosopher of the multitude, is, quite logically, also the
ultimate monist, the philosopher of the One), radical difference is the difference of
the One with regard to itself, the non-coincidence of the One with itself, with its
own place.”
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To continue with Zizek’s criticism of contemporary Zen Buddhism, we see that this
criticism resides in the profound indifference present in some forms of Zen Buddhism.
“Insofar as subjectivity as such is hysterical, insofar as it emerges through the
questioning of the interpellating call of the Other, we have here the perfect
description of a perverse desubjectivization: the subject avoids its constitutive
splitting by positing itself directly as the instrument of the Other’s Will.19” In
following this interpretation, Zen Buddhism served as the perfect spiritual corollary
for Imperial Japan by supporting the subject’s detachment from his own actions. On the
battlefield this meant complete obedience to the commanding officer and no concern for
the self in performing duties e.g. kamikaze pilots.
What differentiates Weil’s thought from the indifference of corporate and imperial Zen
is the radical difference of the act of Love. The privileging of Weil’s God as One is
the radical gesture which violently separates the rest of the world from this ideal.
It is only through the creation of the abyss between God and man that the act of Love
becomes possible, as God’s love is this very crossing of the Void.
It is this fundamental contradiction of the separation between God and man which was
one of Spinoza’s vital insights. He asked- how could an infinite substance in full
accordance with its nature create something which is outside of its own nature and
outside its power so that it somehow stands outside it and judges it? This insight is
also what leads to Spinoza’s rejection of the idea of free will. The Religion which he
combated in his philosophy was one of belief in free will- a separation between cause
and effect in which the subject is held accountable for his actions by the God which
created him and the world he lives in.
By an interesting manoeuvre Weil’s focus on the present and not on the afterlife or a
final judgement means that Weil’s views avoid the free will separation of traditional
theology. Weil does not posit free will but acknowledges that all subjects are
determined by the world, following the law of Gravity, every being expends exactly as
much energy as they contain. Weil’s focus on the gap belies the philosophy of
immanence in regards to the world form which God is absent. It is only God’s
supernatural power which can transcend this immanence.
Weil’s thought bears a peculiar relation to atheism, in which atheism can be seen as a
purification. God’s absence from the world is for Weil the way that his presence is
felt. Any compensatory notions of God within the world only serve to separate us from
the true distance between the subject and God. It is because of this element of
atheism that Weil is able to avoid the dangers of religious compensations such as the
afterlife or final judgement which remove us from the present moment and focus our
attention away from the gap which is the fullness of God’s difference and love.
It is in Christianity that this relationship to atheism is already present. In Christ
himself, there is the moment of doubt on the cross “Father why hast thou forsaken me?”
which for Weil indicates the absolute purity of Christ’s affliction. In The Metastases
of Enjoyment , Zizek points to Hegel’s syllogisms of Christianity in which Hegel traces
how in Christian theology the figure of Christ on the cross, Jesus, is resurrected in
the form of the Holy Spirit which is present in the faith of the believers in
Christian ritual. Here Zizek claims the death of God is present as God is reduced to a
Spirit which is present in the coming together of believers to celebrate the ritual.
What this means is that it is the Faith of the believers i.e. the collective which
creates the Transcendent Beyond. Weils work is based on a Faith which posits this
transcendent beyond outside the collective.
Weil addresses this incompatibility between faith and reason when she writes of the
reciprocal love between the subject and God. The subject’s surrender to God in faith
is their act of Love. The purpose of the intelligence Weil says is to surrender.
However it must be used in order to know what it must surrender itself to.
“The role of the intelligence- that part of us which affirms and denies and formulates
opinions- is merely to submit. All that I conceive of as true is less true than those
things of which I cannot conceive the truth, but which I love.” pg 130
“Faith is experience that intelligence is enlightened by love. Only, intelligence has
to recognize by the methods proper to it, that is to say by verification and
demonstration, the pre-eminence of love. It must not yield unless it knows why, and it
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must know this quite precisely and clearly. Otherwise its submission is a mistake and
that to which it submits itself is something other than supernatural love. For example
it may be social influence.” Pg 128
Weil’s philosophy demonstrates the Love which is present in the act of Faith. It is
this fundamental leap which is impossible for our tradition of secular thinking.
Weil’s work outlines the direct consequences of this arrangement. The act of faith is
necessarily substituted by the Great Beast and the myth of progress. This substitution
is not however sufficient and the goal of human happiness fails to encompass a
spiritual sense of value which still resonates for us in the question of suffering.
pauldavidmaguire@gmail.com
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Halo
Sam Keogh

Giorgio Agamben posits acts of profanation as a means to return what is sacred (and
thus separated from man, through sacrifice) back to the use of man. This idea goes
some way toward contextualising Keogh’s use of materials to make sacred objects which
declare falseness and preciousness simultaneously. In playing with history, myth and
forgery with impoverished material Keogh is playing with the mechanics of aura, power
and
‘historicity’ manifest in material objects.
‘Halo’ is conceived as one such act of profanation. A halo is a motif that functions
as a signifier of saintliness in religious imagery. In creating a halo that acts in a
similar way to a fairground face-in-hole, Keogh gives the viewer the opportunity to
canonize himself. During Radical Love, ‘Halo’ served as a kind of reverse podium,
beatifying whoever was presenting a paper or leading a discussion.
www.samkeogh.net
keogh.sam@gmail.com
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Love, the Event and Jouissance
Joseph Noonan-Ganley

This essay attempts to navigate 3 processes (and their effects) which can be
represented by the 3 quotes below, it attempts to indicate a set of relations which
gives a hope for the possibilities to construct new subjects, multiplicities and
worlds while addressing the restraints to this hope. This essay is but an initial
indication of these processes and of their intersecting areas of conception; it by no
means exhausts but merely begins a relation of conception. These 3 processes are love,
the event (exemplified by love in this essay) and jouissance.
‘Love is an ontological event in that it marks a rupture with what exists and
the creation of the new. Being is constituted by love.’ 1(Hardt and Negri)
‘A true event is not merely a negative gesture, but opens up a positive dimension of
the new, an Event is the imposition of a new world, of a new Master-Signifier… the
true evental change is the passage from an old world to the new world.’ 2 (Zizek)
‘Nothing forces anyone to enjoy except the superego. The superego is the imperative of
jouissance - Enjoy!’ 3 (Lacan)

Love
Badiou opposes a conception of love which proposes that an ecstatic One is formed from
Two. This fusional One beyond and above the Two is fundamentally a 'suppression of the
multiple' and a being-for-death. Love does not require the Same to surrender to the
identity of the Other. Love is not an experience of the other, but of the world; of
the situation under the order that there are Two.
Love proceeds by supplementing as opposed to forming a relationship. It is the
production of truth, the truth that two singularities advance, not only the One
(relationship). The identity of love determines the subjective becoming of love; it
also organizes close experiences of the like. But fundamentally it doesn’t disclose
anything of the law of these experiences to either one. The experience of the loving
subject does not form any knowledge of love (as distinct from the other truth-
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processes which Badiou posits: art, politics and science.
Love is the unceasing fidelity to an initial naming. The naming of the initial Two. It
is a procedure, which manifests through its attachment or dis-attachment to the
position of the Two, and in doing so assesses the whole spectrum of experience. 4
Thus the numerical status of how love proceeds is revealed:
‘What this schema expresses is that the Two fractures the One and meets with
the infinity of the situation. Such is the numericity of the amorous procedure:
one, two, infinity. This numericity structures the becoming of a generic truth.
Of what is the truth? Of the situation such as two disjunct positions exist in
it. Love is nothing other than an exacting series of enquiries into the
disjunction, into the Two, which in the retroaction of the encounter, turns out
to have always been one of the laws of the situation.' 5
Love splits the One as determined by the Two. Importantly though even as the situation
splits by the disjunction, it still remains One: ‘It is through this One-multiple that
all truth is assured... in our world, love is the guardian of the universality of the
true. It elucidates the possibility of universality, because it makes truth of the
disjunction.' 6

Love and Desire
The body emerges as the site where love must be carefully defined against desire:
‘Desire is captive to its cause, a cause that is not the
still less the 'other' as subject, but that is an object
object before which the subject, in its fantasmic framing,
own disappearing. Love obviously comes within the defile of
not have the object of desire as its cause.’ 7

body as such, and
the body bears, an
comes forth in its
desire but it does

Love can neither escape the object cause of desire nor assimilate itself within it.
This is because love marks bodies via the Two, via the disjunctive naming with a
material force, which does not affect bodies qua being necessarily defined by a
divided subject, as desire does. As Badiou says: 'love fits through desire like a
camel through the eye of a needle.' 8
Love through the limits of the disjunction aims to expand the finite disposition of
the object of desire. Love even tries to win over this object - it battles against a
determined narcissism by establishing that this body-subject is in the process of the
descent of an event and that before this object of desire surfaced, this body (of the
event) as an infinite figure of truth to come was experienced. Thus truths
relationship to the object of desire is revealed: ‘the form of the object cannot in
any way sustain the enterprise of truth’ 9
It is only in love that bodies have the motive of marking the Two. The body of desire
fixes the One under the auspices of the object. Love lets go to this object in the act
of marking the Two. 'It is at the point of desire that love fractures the One in order
that the Two occur in supposition.' 10
It is in the relation to the object of Desire, which Love in its properly positive
dimension faces fierce opposition from the powers of jouissance, which I will examine
shortly after detailing some of the mechanics of a truth-process.

Supplementing Truth (the event) – Truths potency/impotency
The appearance, process or becoming of truth is problematical because of its essential
characteristic of being new. Truth must be accepted in thought without being tainted
as judgement or proposition. Truth does not start all on its own – it needs a
supplement. This supplement affirms the newness of truth and is an excess, it is
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incalculable. It is an event. The appearance of truth only manifests because of this
event which functions to interrupt the repetition of knowledge, which only has to do
with what already exists.
The relation the subject bears then to this event can be described as a wager. It is a
decision to acknowledge that the event has happened. The event in-itself is
undecidable and indeterminable and this necessitates that the subject of the event
must appear – through a decision to be faithful to the event. A subject begins with
the decision of the event, a fidelity to the event, this consists in an infinite
process of verifying the truth of the event. This is the procedure of assessing the
implications of the axiom which defines the Event… ‘truth begins with the axiom of
truth.’ 11
‘The construction of truth is made by a choice within the indiscernible; it is
made locally within the finite, but the potency of a truth, not the
construction, but the potency, depends on the hypothetical forcing. The
construction of a truth is, for example, 'I love you.' It's a finite
declaration, a subjective point, and a pure choice, but 'I will always love
you' is a forcing and an anticipation. It forces a new bit of knowledge in the
situation of love. So in a finite choice there is only the construction of a
truth, while in infinite anticipation of complete truth there is something like
power.’ 12
This power of the forcing of a truth is described by Lacan as Kojeve supplements the
becoming truth of a work by Hegel: ‘If I had never encountered him, it is highly
likely that, like all French people educated over a certain period, I would never have
suspected that there was anything in The Phenomenology of Spirit.’ 13 Lacan is here
referring to his experience of a series of lectures that Kojeve delivered on Hegel’s
Phenomenology of Spirit.
The truth process names and prescribes a relation to an event – an event which the
subject circulates around creating this forcing signification of the event. But this
choice/forcing/fidelity/belief or potency is precisely what is denied in the
construction of the contemporary subject – which is what leads me on to talk about the
dissolution of Symbolic efficiency.

The loss of the symbolic
Leaving love and truth aside for the moment - I will now turn to examine the cause and
effects of jouissance: ‘The demise of symbolic efficiency’ is diagnosed and implicated
by Zizek as being rooted in the disintegration of paternal authority; the
disintegration of prohibition. The father in the oedipal relation regulates
prohibition and asserts authority. This (father figure) is the agent of symbolic
castration. Castration here takes on meaning as the gap, which separates the big
Other 1a and jouissance 2a. The dissolution of this paternalism/castration is also the
dissolution of the gap whereby the subject is free to define his/her own relationship
with jouissance. This leads Zizek to indicate that today the big Other no longer
exists. The actual existence of the big Other though has to be carefully examined
because it is essentially tied to the symbolic realm. The symbolic, as necessarily
fictional and different to material causality. Therefore the nonexistence of the big
Other is primarily related to a decline in: belief, trust in the symbolic, confidence
and faith in words surface and apparent effective value. 14 Because one does not see any
authority behind the effectiveness of symbolic value, or rather this authority has
deceased, subjects are free to dissolve meaning and signification according to their
every whim.
‘In the case of the simulacrum of virtual reality…. “I know very well that what
I see is an illusion generated by digital machinery, but I none the less agree
to immerse myself in it, to behave as if I believe it” – here, I disavow what
my (symbolic) knowledge tells me, and I choose to believe my eyes only’ 15
The effects of this demise of symbolic efficiency can again be seen in Zizek’s
description and implications of the way cyberspace affects the subject’s symbolic
identity (the actual symbolic status of the subject): Zizek unrolls the commonly known
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activity of a reserved and insecure man/woman who, in cyberspace assumes a persona of
promiscuity of the opposite sex. The dilemma of whether this adopted personality is
the true ‘inner self’, the centre of the phantasmic identity of the person, which is
normally repressed in his/her real-life social interactions presents itself. The
question then becomes: with which partial identity does the status of ones symbolic
identity manifest itself or is there no way to ground the socio-symbolic identity
anymore? The answer is that the effective level of these partial identifications are
not equal, but rather that there is one which determines the subjects socio-symbolic
position, there is one which is substantially effective. The effective position (of
the primary one) can not be found to manifest itself under either of the auspices of
reality vs. imaginary, but can be defined as a symbolic fiction, which despite its
innate nature (real, imaginary…), is determined by its performative ability – its
substantial effect. Through social operations it acts so as to structure and determine
the socio-symbolic reality in which one participates. It still has to be remembered
that ‘the big Other no loner exists’ so although the subject does have symbolic affect
on one level, the symbolic fiction/law which bestows a performative status/recognition
on this level with a symbolic efficiency is no longer wholly functioning. 16
Today solidity and non-transparency (in the construction of subjectivity) can only be
found in the actuality of an all-inclusive reflexivity as performing this foundation
for the subject. Nature and tradition do not exist (as a reference) in this process.
Nor do ones intimate impulses (sexual orientation…) or cultural or familial processes
of upbringing a child, ones choice of food, leisure, entertainment… all these
processes have been overturned by reflexivity. That is, there is no common ground from
which one approaches any of these, they are all open processes, understood as that
which one learns and decides about freely, never being undermined by an authority.
Thus the only way to transgress this ‘open’ and ‘free’ form of subjectivity and
lifestyle (which provides a deep libidinal satisfaction) whereby one freely chooses
their own parent/master/boss is to relate back to a strict set of rules and codes
which define the Master/Slave relationship. 17 Out of the disintegration of the
patriarchal symbolic authority, we see the viscous figure of the superego emerge:
‘the decline of the Master-Signifier exposes the subject to all the traps and
double-talk of the superego: the very injunction to enjoy, in other words, the
(often imperceptible) shift from the permission to enjoy to the injunction
(obligation) to enjoy sabotages enjoyment, so that, paradoxically, the more one
obeys the superego command the more one feels guilty. 18

The Subject Without a Master; Jouissance as the Primary Social Agency - ‘Narcissistic
love functions as the last standing social bond!’
‘It gives rise to power and domination, to exploitation… but also to masochism…
Death is not an alternative to it, it is part of it, it attests to the fact
that there is jouissance in it, the English unemployed did not become workers
to survive, they - hang on tight and spit on me - enjoyed the hysterical,
masochistic, whatever exhaustion it was of hanging on in the mines, in the
foundries, in the factories, in hell, they enjoyed it, enjoyed the mad
destruction of their organic body which was indeed imposed upon them, they
enjoyed the decomposition of their personal identity, the identity that the
peasant tradition had constructed for them, enjoyed the dissolution of their
families and villages, and enjoyed the new monstrous anonymity of their suburbs
19
and
the
pubs
in
the
morning
and
evening.'
This quote from Lyotard’s Libidinal Economy sets forth the dilemma in-between
libidinal enjoyment and a social bond. Frederic Declercq argues that in the Capitalist
discourse subjects are connected to objects of libidinal enjoyment, and not other
subjects - which is a specifically anti-social formation. Libidinal enjoyment does not
create a bond between subjects or groups, it actually dissolves them. Therefore
Capitalist discourse does not create symbolically structured social bonds. It is
precisely identification which allows group formations to be made, and this is capable
through the forces of love as opposed to enjoyment. The system of signification with
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which one identifies can be explained by Freud’s concept of the Ego-Ideal: The EgoIdeal is what the subject aims to become, it is an internalization of this exemplary
model. It converges with a narcissistic tendency and it precipitated by a reliance on
the ideals or signifiers of another. This is a necessary function in order for the
subject to see himself through the eyes of his/her significant other, and therefore
find himself likeable/lovable. 20 Therefore (in Capitalistic discourse) the only kind
of social bond being structured is one through narcissistic love! And this means that
more and more individuals are left to choose and create their own social bonds
(family, partner, work formations...) as these forms are not given (transcendentally
nominated).
In the Capitalist discourse there is a closed circle whereby one has to produce to
consume and consume in order to produce again, as opposed to the traditional
capitalist relation which ran off surplus-value extracted from the isolated worker,
hence today people are not exploited by the Capitalist (master) anymore, but rather by
objects of libidinal enjoyment via the jouissance which comes with it. This has the
consequence of depriving the subject of the position of an agent, and reinstating the
object of libidinal enjoyment with that position. This implicates everyone as a
proletarian, the absence of a distinct discourse (master-slave…), and the dissolution
of all identities. 21
To get back to the axiom that a decline in paternal prohibition leaves the subject
open to define his/her relationship to jouissance/enjoyment, then it is strange that
Capitalism is defined by a lack of libidinal enjoyment, if one is free to decide their
relationship with jouissance? This can be examined through the relations between the
body and the subject by Declercq:
‘It is not the subject who is enjoying, on the contrary it is the body’, and as the
‘unconscious and the body are intimate parts of us that are totally alien and unknown’
therefore they don’t actually agree that harmoniously; the subject has to protect
itself from jouissance arising from its own body: Declercq describes a psychotic
phenomena whereby the subject spends excessive amounts of time in front of the mirror,
in order to reassure him/herself of the stability of their identity, which is a
telling sign of a massive eruption of jouissance in the body. He describes jouissance
as being mediated by the symbolic-imaginary construction, which is the fundamental
phantasy under normal conditions - as the jouissance can be mediated and registered as
a symbol. It is in the monstrous unknown eruption where jouissance destabilises the
subject. 22 And as we have seen from Zizek’s theory, there has been a major imbalance
in ones symbolic structure (the decline in prohibition/ dissoloution of symbolic
efficiency).
The signification that determines what the subject will hear/select is then decided by
his/her jouissance. Therefore the fundamental phantasy functions so as to act as the
‘signification of truth’, which primarily means that one only perceives/receives the
fragments of reality, which appropriately fit into ones fundamental phantasy.
Therefore perception, interpretation, memorization, etc., are processes, which
discriminate in accordance with ones jouissance. Then, the agency which thinks,
evaluates, and judges is not the ego nor the subject but rather jouissance. 23
Jouissance can be clearly illuminated at the core of the constructive forces of our
inner-most ‘authentic’ symbolic structures; directing ones fundamental phansasy, which
is the formative process of what is made possible in social relations. Ones ability to
connect to other subjects and escape from the isolation of a subject-object bind is
therefore fundamentally defined by the force which dictates this bind – jouissance.
Again the battleground for agency is fought at the
inscribed from the object of desire there)– where
but it has to be remembered that the object can
truth and therefore it cannot provide a support
privileged position.

site of the body (just as love was
the object of enjoyment runs amok
in no way support the activity of
for being, love still holds that

Master-Signifiers and Points: necessities for the construction of a new world.
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‘The universality of capitalism resides in the fact that capitalism is not the
name for “civilisation”, for a specific cultural-symbolic world, but the name
for a neutral economico-symbolic machine which operates with Asian values as
well as with others, so that Europes worldwide triumph is its defeat, selfobliteration, the cutting of the umbilical link to Europe… in a ‘worldless’
universe… the aim of emancipatory politics should be the precise opposite of
its ‘traditional’ modus operandi – the task today is to form a new world, to
propose new Master-signifiers that would provide ‘cognitive mapping’ 24
The Master signifier is given a very special role here in the reconstruction of the
co-ordinates of worlds and of symbolic efficiency. So what exactly is a MasterSignifier? And what is its relation to a truth-process and event?
Zizek illuminates the role of a Master-Signifier via the function of a gap or delay
which one experiences when doing exams: this gap is between answering the questions
correctly but still having to wait for verification (the actual result/grade) before
one can be assured of a reciprocal relation:
‘this gap is the gap between the constative and the performative, between
measuring the results and taking note of them (registering them) in the full
sense of the symbolic act…. It is only against this background that one can
fully locate the function of the Master. The Master is the one who receives
gifts in such a way that his acceptance of a gift is perceived by the subject
who provided the gift as its own reward.’ 25
This shows how the subject constitutes the Master/Symbolic signification through their
own fidelity to its name. Thus the actual Master-Signifier is empty of content but
offers up a framework for the subject to verify:
‘Let us imagine a confused situation of social disintegration, in which the
cohesive power of ideology loses its efficiency: in such a situation, the
Master is the one who invents a new signifier, the famous “quilting point”
which stabilises the situation again and makes it readable… the Master adds no
new positive content – he merely adds a signifier which all of a sudden, turns
disorder into order’. 26
This sheds some light onto the struggle of Symbolic agency: as the Master-Signifier
tries to assert order – naming the situation – it is met at every turn with disbelief
and cynical criticisms that it is not telling the whole truth and should be
deconstructed and dispensed with. That it is obstructing the subject to free
expression and fluid transformations.
Symbolic Agency and Master-Signifiers can be aligned with Badiou’s conception of a
point in a world:
‘A point of a world (in effect, of the transcendental of a world) is that which
makes appear the infinity of the nuances of a world – the variety of the
degrees of intensity of appearing, the branching network of identities and
differences – before that instance of the Two which is the ‘yes’ or ‘no’,
affirmation or negation, surrender or refusal, commitment or indifference’
…
‘there is a ‘point’ when, through an operation that involves a subject and a
body, the totality of the world is at stake in a game of heads or tails’
‘A point is that which the transcendental of a world imposes on a subject-body,
as the test on which depends the continuation in the world of the truth-process
that transmits through that body’ 27
The point in Badiou’s terms therefore shares significant similarities with Symbolic
Agency and Master Signifiers: the necessity for the subject to affirm the world
through the point/Master-Signifier where the co-ordinates of that world are infinite
but assessed via it, the point/symbolic agency having a necessary fixed position or
name, the affirmation of a fictive truth via the point.
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These seem to be the necessary conditions for the maintenance or construction of a
world – without them identity/subjectivity and indeed worldliness gets lost in
translation as Badiou describes the contemporary situation of our atonic world: ‘the
obsession with communication and the horror of solitude’ 28. Without Symbolic Agency,
Master-Signifiers or points in a world there can be no escape from complete isolation
– there is no social link which prescribes a relation (inscribed by master-slave
dialectic in Master-Signifier), there is no truth.

In conclusion:
Love seems to be a pivotal process which is important now more than ever – as we are
in a historical position where ontology is giving way to individualism (which is
completely incompatible with it). Therefore we need to support a process which is
ontologically constitutive: Love does this not only as a truth-process but it also
necessitates a formation of singularity/difference (the insistence of the two) as
opposed to individuality (the insistence of the one – object); it designates a
relation which does not get corrupted by desire, only pushed out of the privileged
position of that of the agent. Love seems to necessitate the naming and evental
character necessary for the support of the Master-Signifier, Symbolic Agency and the
truth-process. Love creates infinite capabilities to act, it expands, multiplies,
intensifies and assembles.

Notes
1a The big Other can be aligned with language and the law. It is the symbolic order
which has a direct relationship with the subject and is radically alterior and in this
respect the subject is necessarily unable to compose him/herself of it. 29
2a Jouissance can be directly translated as enjoyment, but refers to a kind of
enjoyment which pushes past the pleasure principle (Freudain concept which defines an
attainment of the most pleasure possible while minimising unpleasure, which comes from
increased quantities of excitation), jouissance transgresses this taboo and reaches
unbearable limitless levels of excitation, which therefore brings more pain than
pleasure. It also makes extreme ethical demands on the subject, such as the injunction
to enjoy. 30
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Banner
Clodagh Emo

A celestial body, observed only in that part of its orbit that is relatively close to
the sun, having a head consisting of a solid nucleus surrounded by a nebulous coma up
to 2.4 million kilometers (1.5 million miles) in diameter and an elongated curved
vapor tail arising from the coma when sufficiently close to the sun. Comets have been
feared throughout much of human history as a thought of as a symbol portending doom.
Perhaps this symbol could be considered less threatening on reflection of the words
genealogy and the fact that it is based on a figurative resemblance with the head.
This figurative name is recorded first in the works of Aristotle who uses kom, the
Greek word for "hair of the head," to mean "luminous tail of a comet." He uses the
term komts, "wearing long hair," to signify what we understand as comet. Rather than a
symbol of doom, we might consider the comet as a symbol of transformation and
potential.
A banner with the symbol of the comet was created for Radical Love August 2010
emoe@ireland.com
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The Sun and All its Eyes
Suzanne Walsh

“It would never be possible for a stone, anymore than an airplane, to elevate itself
towards the sun in jubilation and to stir like the lark, and yet not even the lark
sees the open.” (Heidegger, 1992, p. 237-238).
In the morning, birds gather to themselves to sing and scratch at the sky's scant
beginnings. Under a window a worm emerges to be eaten by a blackbird. Outside a farm
a collie lies belly-low to the road awaiting for the next car to appear, and when it
does, the dog leaps to chase with a knowledge that is all of its own, its impulse
shaped by what we can't know...
And miles away a crowd gathers in a church. Oh how the mind wanders during a usual
church service, a church surface! Some cold winds pull clouds across the sky, for
now.
The sun is to become a marker for something else briefly, no, not that ethereal sign
of happiness; a sun filled day, and not a gaseous ball out in deep space, but
between the eye and its burning mirror it is forming into the figure...of what?
In October of 2009 a clairvoyant called Joe Coleman made a prediction that the
Virgin Mary would appear at 3pm on the 31 st of the same month, inside the Basilica
at Knock shrine in County Mayo, Ireland. This Church approved shrine is the site of
a previously reported vision in 1879.
Mr. Coleman had already made a prediction for the 11 th of October and 5000 people
had gathered and reported seeing the sun 'dance'. On the 31 st there was a much
larger gathering, and after the predicted vision failed to appear at the appointed
time inside the Basilica, the crowd erupted and vacated the building to rush outside
instead and stared into the afternoon winter sun, hung low in the sky. Some
witnesses saw the sun 'dancing,' some saw the figure of the Virgin Mary, while
others saw...nothing. Later came reports in the media of eye damage from retinal
burning; solar retinopathy. All of these gatherings were unsanctioned and
unsupported by the Church authorities, who had no presence in Knock during the
events.
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I had attended the gathering in order to possibly make work out of the event myself,
but found myself unable to in the manner I had originally planned, for the gathering
seemed like a piece of art in itself, a theatrical production sprung out of the
tired unconscious of a confused country, orchestrated and directed by Joe Coleman at
an opportune time.
Joe Coleman brought something to liven up the winter, and the fire that burned burnt
the very eyes out of their very heads! Joe Coleman may have be making certain claims
that the church resented, and trying to usurp an authority that they have long been
losing, and to a figure that invites mockery, a shadowy trickster type character,
perhaps a chancer? He seems sincere in his own belief of the truth of the messages
he channels, but who can tell?
It is very important in our culture to tell truth and falsity apart, but there are
many truths and many falsehoods. Joe the Coalman of the Underworld, the neglected
unconscious of the country, and the confused vein of ore he threw up was appropriate
for a country in both spiritual and economic decline.
On that bright October day in Knock, the crowd gather to see the predicted
apparition inside the church, but it does not appear at the appointed time. The
atmosphere inside the church forms a kind of pressure valve, and after the
expectation, impatience, praying and singing and watching and waiting has taken its
toll, and with no Church presence, the prayers being lead by followers of Coleman,
all it takes is a shout from a voice outside to make that desire spill over into
result, when the crowd in an almost aggressive fashion vacate the church and emerge
blinking into the bright winter sunshine.
Georges Bataille talks about the human state of being as 'discontinuous'- we are
always separate from each other throughout our existence, only losing the barriers
to the self and becoming 'continuous' during sex and death, and religious or
spiritual ecstasy. But people often seek to dissolve these 'barriers' through the
ecstatic rites of drinking and drugs, the shadow side to the day, and they seek it
more often at night at the week's end. At the weekend all that separation, not only
from others but from the their 'true' selves, put on hold in jobs that demand a
certain behavior, rises up like a great tide, a great dissolving, the aftermath of
which washes up in early morning when the tide has gone back out, leaving a tideline
of debris, of blood and consumed goods. This Underworld version of the daytime, when
one can 'let one's hair down', 'let loose', get 'out of one's head'. What do all
these terms mean? Why do we still seek ecstasy?
And why do the Irish do this, why are the Irish so caught up in this often
destructive but addictive cycle, this love of drunkenness, of Dionysian ritual, this
love affair of drinking? The borders between people melt when drinking, and often
that other form of melting, sexual desire occurs only after drinking, people go
further than they have meant to. But they do not go further than they really can.
Religion was long meant to be a place for this kind of activity, a place to connect
to some other reality, to experience ecstatic states, but in recent centuries it has
lost this function. The central ritual of the Catholic church, the devouring of the
'body' of christ is meant to relate to this state, a more sanctified version, as is
the use of incense, low lighting, architecture, a way to allow one to become outside
of oneself, also the chanting of rosaries, the sacred music. Many objected when Mass
changed from Latin to English, as they preferred the unknown words, perhaps because
they induced a trance-like state.
However, the Catholic church, for all its more ritualistic ways has always divorced
itself from the body, from the 'baser' urges, which is why it does not fulfill its
function as enabling people to let loose these urges, it instead offers some dry to
the bone truths, the marrow of its myths forgotten, the church is complicit in the
split between body and mind. And yet its central myth is based on the idea of the
body of Jesus, and its miraculous rebirth, the physicality of the wounds, as when
St. Thomas, promised that if he were only to put his hands into the wounds he would
have proof of Jesus's resurrection. And so, humans have always looked towards some
kind of physical proof from the supernatural world, a physicality that can resonate
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within their own physical reality, and so there are tears of blood and miraculous
healings, and lately, the Creationists and their own 'proofs' and theories that
challenge the scientific 'truth's we've become accustomed to. We in our split from
the unconscious have a need for rational answers that are black and white, which are
in themselves a reflection of the black and white reality that we have accepted in
'rationalistic' Western culture. And in its own recent scandals, the church itself
finds that the bodily sexual urges denied can only return in a less desirable and
destructive manner.
If the church was asking the people to let it manage their desires, then people gave
their desires to be managed to those who couldn't quite keep the lid on their own.
This is similar to what is happening nowadays with consumerism. People's desires are
taken up by Capitalism, in fact there was little a breath drawn between moving from
one god to another, and this has been no accident. Freud's theories of the
unconscious, and the forces of desire kept there have been used by advertisers and
companies to 'control the masses', and not only control but to keep them buying. The
bright lights of the shopping mall are a wondrous sight as one knows, the miraculous
cycle of fashion reinventing every spring, the rites of Christmas now a Capitalist
treat! It is almost becoming difficult to imagine what it was like to really believe
at one time, that all one had to do was follow the rules of the Church and one felt
absolved of worrying about desire. To visit the confession box and come clean. Come
clean.
When in October 2009, it became apparent that even without church sanction, people
were going to gather in the hope of an otherworldly visitation, the church did
everything to distance itself, perhaps realizing that it was really out of its
depth, that there were different levels of supernatural activity that they were
prepared to be associated with. With bishops being asked to resign for abuse of
their powers, perhaps they didn't want to take a chance on who's side the Virgin
Mary is actually on.The Archbishop of Tuam, Dr. Michael Neary said “It is not
healthy, does not give glory to God and . . . is not good witness to the faith to be
looking for extraordinary phenomena,” he said. (Boland, 2009).
The original 'visions' in 1879 also have their connection to controversy, there were
murmurs at the time that they were caused by the local policeman using 'magic
lanterns'. We are well familiar with magic lanterns these days I'm afraid., the
world has become so full of their reflections that we scarcely know where or what we
are.
However, what concerns us here is not whether something is 'real' or 'not real', but
why it interests us so, and why we feel the need to engage in such a way. Georges
Bataille says;
There is not a religion or a poem which does not lie. There is not a
religion or a poem which cannot sometimes be reduced to public lack
of recognition from outside. Nevertheless religion and poetry never
fail to propel us outside ourselves in great bursts in which death is
not longer the opposite of life. (Bataille, 2001, p.84).
While the mainstream media dutifully reported the gatherings at Knock, and the
attendant drama, some reports had a barely concealed sneering tone to them. The
media failed to see what was really interesting about such an occurrence, we, a
country so recently on a high economically, had we thought we had left behind our
superstitiously shameful past? In the tear caused by decline was the fabric of our
old cloth poking through embarrassingly? Of course there is humour in the idea of a
large quantity of people gathering to look at the sun and see God's mother,
following a raggletaggle visionary, but is there not humour in the best of dramas?
And yet people were compelled to follow this visionary, trusting him, he had
something perhaps of value to impart. And isn't mockery better saved for those who
have mismanaged and manipulated the economic market? The politicians and property
developers, or for even ourselves for following the dazzling temptations of
consumerism?
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And this was not some mere return to religion, no return to faith from those who had
lost their desire for Mammon and were looking instead for Mamma, those attending
were already religious, this was an expectation for something almost pre-Catholic.
Why is this figure of the Virgin Mary so precious and sought after, what kind of
comfort does she offer?
This desire to meld and connect is constantly manipulated by Capitalism, as stated
earlier, which has used the tools of psychology to create desire for objects and
services, to create a kind of desire that can never really be fulfilled, as well as
an empty way of complimenting the identity of the consumer; the consumer as
consumed. Sociologists have said that visitations of visions usually occur in times
of economic downturn.
Perhaps what the consumer wants is for themselves to be consumed in a more profound
way, to cross over, to make the sacrifice. In Knock, post vision, it was reported
that those who looked into the sun had suffered eye damage, metamorphsia. Of course
it is dangerous and perhaps foolhardy to look into the sun without adequate
protection, but those who are seeking ecstasy will not have time to think of such
things, just as so often despite the life changing and dangerous aspects of sex, and
the many forms of contraceptive, people often still 'take a chance'.
What was interesting in Knock was also the experience of 10,000 people gathered in a
mostly unmediated event, something that slipped down the crack between the usual
church approved ceremonies and contemporary Capitalist drink sponsored events. This
was 10,000 people gathering in a way that would mostly be un-allowed in our culture,
there was an element of anarchy to the event, and perhaps the risk of violence. Many
were older people and Irish Travellers people who are on the periphery of mainstream
culture mostly. The Capitalist new culture post-church celebrates youth and glamour
after all, it values appropriation of culture and those who live within its needs
and are most productive are most valued. The pubs shut early in Knock on the day of
the apparition and also public toilets were closed, and afterwards the crowd left a
debris of food and drink wrappers, more like the debris of a Saturday night, than
the respectful aftermath of a church service.
What is this and how does it relate to radical love?
Bataille equates the experience of becoming continuous with a type of sacrifice, one
is aware beforehand of the dangers but in the moment of becoming continuous all this
is forgotten, just as we forget the pains of love whilst plunging into them, and
aren't there trance dancers in Bali, who stab themselves without pain when in an
altered state? Perhaps this Knock event was not so radical, but it is our inability,
our blindness to read events in any way other than as a literal reading that causes
us to lack the tools to live life in a more dynamic and radical way.
We have long been lead to believe of the stupidity of the masses, and so often it
is, when the 'group mind' takes over that it can be irrational, and yet if we are a
culture of 'rational' thinkers, where is the reasoning in many of the choices we
make? Hardt and Negri talk about their own dislike of the masses, but admit that in
certain situations, the crowd can enact a type of poetry.
When Bataille talks about the violence of becoming continuous, it is also like
Artaud's 'Theatre of Cruelty', in which the actor strips away the layer of false
reality, and the violence of that act being a kind of sacrifice, a being laid bare.
This is very different to the numbed manipulation of consumer culture, which
actually makes greater demands, but appropriates the desires and needs of the
masses.
I am wandering through Knock on October the 31 st, there are children in fairy wings,
teenagers dressed up as for a night club. On the street, across from the Basilica,
is a man shouting his opposition to the gathering through a megaphone. I record him
on my digital recording device, and the following dispute which goes something like
this.
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Scene 1. A street in a small West of Ireland town. The street is thronged with the
faithful, gathering to see the predicted apparition of the Virgin Mary. One man is
opposed.
Man in Opposition: “Well the devil is the father of all lies, he is here on earth.
His time is almost up.
And he intends to bring every person on this earth to hell for all eternity. It's up
to every individual to know the truth. You cannot say to Jesus, we'll all stand
before you on the Final Judgement”.
Interrupting Child:

“Yea well you can't say it didn't happen!”

Interrupting Man: “Would you mind pissing off mate. We're all here religiously. Piss
off!”
Interrupting Child: “Yea well it happened two weeks ago! Piss off piss off!”
Interrupting Man:

“Fuck off!”

Man in Opposition: “Today is Halloween. It's Halloween night and all the witches are
out. Look at what's over in the Basilica, the joker's hat! That's what it is, the
Lord Jesus said it, the way his church would be, at the end of time before he'd
return in glory, another Judas Iscariot! Betrayed!
Did you know that, when the bankruptcy comes in, and it will, it will come at the
appointed time, and everyone loses all their money, there's going to be terrible
suicides.
Anyone that commits suicide is killing themselves!”
I am approached by a large man who advises me to switch off the device and then,
along with some others, precedes to become a little threatening to the man with the
megaphone. He is swallowed by the crowd. I keep recording, hidden until I sense
something a little dangerous and leave.
Later, standing at the bus stop waiting to leave Knock I am aware of some men
waiting there also, casting me furtive looks and I feel uneasy. I do not feel safe
until I get onto the bus.
On the bus back to Galway, I am sitting with a brightly coloured jumpered man and a
woman in her early seventies who tells me continuously that she will be laughed at
by her husband for taking this trip. At first she is quite sure of what she has
seen, colours and spinning lights, but as the bus journey progresses her voice
falters in its certainty, did she see anything at all she says? I think I did,
didn't I?
The brightly jumpered man has no such qualms. He leans back over the seat to pass
photographs of visions caught by himself and his friends in Lourdes, Medjugorje. He
has a photograph taken of a photograph that someone else took of a vision seen out
of a bus window. I myself in turn take a photograph of this photograph.
Why are people so mocking of this journey towards art, towards understanding and
knowledge, towards a less rational reading of the world, of anything that is not
quantifiable? Giorgio Agamben says that we have reached the end of the historical
age, that people are more concerned about animal needs, housing, medical needs,
humanitarian concerns, consuming.
The traditional historical potentialities-poetry, religion, philosophywhich from both the Hegelo-Kojevian and Heideggerian perspectives kept the
historico-political destiny of peoples awake, have long since been
transformed into cultural spectacles and private experiences, and have lost
all historical efficacy. Faced with this eclipse, the only task that still
seems to retain some seriousness is the assumption of the burden-and the
“total management”- of biological life, that is, of the very animality of
man. Genome, global economy, and humanitarian ideology are the three united
faces of this process in which posthistorical humanity seems to take on its
own physiology as its last, impolitical mandate...nor is it clear that the
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well-being of a life that can be no longer be recognized as either human or
animal can be felt to be fulfilling. (Agamben, 2002, p76-77).
If this is
to be, and
or whether
'awakened'
ourselves.

true, then we must make haste to decide what kind of human-animals we are
if we risk being subsumed and devoured by culture in a half-sleeping way,
we want to brave the unknown and try and learn to live in a more
state, to take a chance to live out the shadows without burning

Between the mind's eye and the mind and the eye there is much awry.
Out in outer space the sun hefts itself around and in the sky some cold fronts shift
and pull and clouds slink away over the horizon to reveal the sun through time and
space. Pupils are enlarged and the hole within the eye meets the globe of fire that
is the sun and in the space between these two circles who can tell what emerges?
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symbiosis
Catherine Barragry

On the Saturday night of Radical Love, the campers left the fireside, to cross the
hills by moonlight, past the fort at the crest of the hill, startling herds of sheep
with flashlights and the sound of voices. The group headed down a steep trench beside
a small woods. Through the branches of the trees there was a light source. The light
came from strip LEDs wrapped around a piece of wood, that resembled a sheep’s head.
This lit up a portal or entry point made by two trees growing close together. The
trees were covered in white writing; words like sheath, spore, symbiosis, sex,
passage, seeded.
I asked the group to go through the two trees. Because the trees grew at the edge of
the trench, the roots were high, and had to be climbed over. On the far side, in the
close space under the canopy of the branches, it felt dry. It smelt of sheep shit.
I asked everyone to set their phone alarms for half an hours time, 2330. I asked for
each person to take the hand of a person close to them and place it where they felt
the person could feel their breath in and out; on their stomach, their chest or
somewhere else. The group settled on a seated circle. The ground was sloped
underneath, and the circle with it. When we each had one hand on someone else, and
another’s hand on us, I asked for people to place their free hand on someone else
close, to feel their breathing.
For the next half hour in that strange light, we would try to syncronise our breathing
as a group; always in flux, unable to find a common rythym, disrupted and unsettled by
unidentified sounds through the darkness.
Later, mobile phone alarms started to sound. My hands were warm and sweaty, my body
stiff from the effort of stillness. I couldn’t feel my left foot very well.
We made our way back across the hills to the camp.
cbarragry@yahoo.co.uk
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Love and Its Potentials
Alice Rekab

“At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me say that the true revolutionary is
guided by a great feeling of love. It is impossible to think of a genuine
revolutionary lacking this quality... We must strive every day so that this
love of living humanity will be transformed into actual deeds, into acts that
serve as examples, as a moving force.”
– Che Guevara
(Guevara, 2005)

Preface
This project was born from a series of studies relating to the production of new ways
of being in the world, works that sought to answer back to the subjection, atomization
and increasingly authoritarian conditions of contemporary capitalism that rule on the
premise that our society is incapable of self-regulation and self-governance (Hardt,
2007). I saw a common project across a body of thought that was produced in the last
decades leading up to the millennium, a project of resistance, a resistance that began
with the transformation of the subject. One that attempted to operate on the multiple
registers that capitalism now inhabited, beyond but not exclusive of labour power, a
relational resistance that permeated the fabric of all being. One that became more and
more about seeking bonds not based on sameness or solidarity of interest, but based on
difference on a radical level. A resistance that sought not just a revolution, but a
complete transformation of values.
Fueled by a faith supported by the events of the past but not captivated or seduced by
them, the authors of this resistance, Incisive and forward-looking in their
trajectory, sought on the one hand to utilize history and on the other to call in a
tactic for and of the future to aid the present situation.
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They developed new ontological concepts and produced a new lexicon of terms and
phrases by which to think the human condition; The common, The Multitude (Hardt,
2000),The Political Subject (Badiou, 2008), Whatever Being (Agamben, 2007) and Being
as Being-with (Nancy, 2000); But while these concepts and their associated terminology
were not developed in direct collaboration all seemed pertain to a common notion: the
radical operation of an outward looking togetherness, not based on the summation or
fusion of singularities, but on the recognition of a position of immanent plurality
from which to investigate the potential of the world (Badiou, 2008) and a recognition
of a common truth to which that plurality attested to.
But what truth could hold a multitude together in difference? or precipitate an
ontological revolution?. The answer, according to this dissertation, is Love.
Love as an event operates on a level of relational affective intensity that involves
the complete individual, both psychical and physical , in a dynamic process of truth
activated in the world between multiple subjects, and in that sense, has the
potential to precipitate a complete ontological transformation.
This project will seek to develop and defend a synthetic definition of Love, as a
revolutionary and transformative practice, against ideas that would seek to disarm it,
deny it and subordinate it to sex, distraction, commodity and the taxonomy of
knowledge. This project will Not seek to prove Love as universal but to posit its
potential, as an indiscernible generic but situated praxis of truth, to increase and
transform our ability to act in the world (Spinoza, 1996), not just in the
simultaneous subjective evolution of two [the couple] (Badiou, 2008) but in terms of
the revolution, evolution, and accession of the multitude (Negri, 2003) through their
manifestation of new potentials.

Nomination, Laguage, and the Common
I define the Subject of my thesis as one who affirms the truth of an event and seeks
to make that truth common by deploying it within the situation. I will begin to
disscuss language as a tool to deploy an evental truth or as a point of access to the
common. I will first examine the act of ‘Naming’ and making the declaration of Love in
the work of Alain Badiou, then, seeking to form an expanded understanding of what it
is or what it could be to name I will continue on to open Badiou’sprimarily linguistic
definition of evental nomination to Antnonio Negri’s notion of naming defined as
‘marking in
space’, which I understand as a much broader terminology that speaks of making
material or existent a previously immerterial or inexistent truth via a plurality of
nominating actions, not bound soley to linguistic forms of
expression but governed nonetheless by what I will define as the contingencies of
language.

Central to Badiou’s theory of the Subject is the notion of nominaiton and how langauge
comes to bare in the deployment of an evental truth in the post evental situation.
Badiou maintains that while language as a form of knowledge 1, that is counted and
structured by the situation will always fall short as a tool to express an evental
truth [that by definition originates from outside the situation] it remains all that
the subject has as means to deploy that truth and thus transform the situation. Badiou
maintains that the subject’s task is to ‘force’ or ‘cobble together’ (Badiou, 2005a)
existing terms of the situation to form new terms that most closly aproximate the
truth, and that the subject’s wager is as to wheather these terms will prove true in
the post-evental situation. This wager represents what I call the first contingency of
language.

1

The term knowledge, pertains, in accordance with Badiou’s definition (Badiou, 2005a)
to all thought that has been structured, measured and valued within the state of the
situation. If knowledge was once a form of truth it has since been integrated;
historicized, compiled, and archived in a partial, hierarchical system of information,
named, categorized and added to the taxonomy of the encyclopedia.
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Badiou states:
the one-truth, which assembles to infinity the terms positively investigated
by the faithful procedure, is indiscernible in the language of the
situation. It is a generic part of the situation insofar as it is an
immutable excrescence whose entire being resides in the regrouping of
terms…Because the subject is a local configuration of the procedure, it is
clear that the truth is equally indiscernible, ‘for him’-the truth is
global. ’For him’ means the following precisely: a subject, which realizes a
truth, is nevertheless incommensurable with the latter, because the subject
is finite and the truth is infinite. Moreover, the subject, being internal
to the situation, can only know, or rather encounter, terms or multiples
presented (counted as one) in that situation. Yet, the truth is an unpresented part of the situation. Finally, the subject cannot make a language
out of anything except combinations of the supernumerary name of the event
and the language of the situation. It is in no way guaranteed that this
language will suffice for the discernment of the truth, which in any case,
is indiscernible for the resources of the language of the situation alone
(Badiou, 2005a, pp.396-397)
For Badiou, to become a subject, rather than a product of the situation we must
recognise the exra-linguistic nature of an evental truth, a truth that is in excess of
the situation, but one that must be activated or deployed in that situation via the
creative and experimental gesture of nomination, a gesture that takes a risk in
seeking to make the truth of the event common.
In comparison to Badiou Antonio Negri defines naming in a much broader context when he
states that:
The name marks something in space. That is the first and most simple expereince
of naming. At first sight, the common name also appears to emerge from an
experience developed in space.The brain surveys the world of things and creates
a common name for the enseble of things that are considered, from that hight,
as common. (Negri, 2003, p.148)
If , via the introduciton of Negri, the concept of naming can be expanded to the
defiinition of a truth marked in space and made common, surly then the subject has
recourse, at least potentially to other non-linguistic forms of naming/marking a truth
as such, forms that could articulate the extra-linguistic nature of the truth by
bypassing language to mark out truth on a completely different and potentially new
register. By that token it could be possible to mark something in space or manifest a
truth in any given situation via visual non-linguistic form of communication such as
art or music [as Badiou has also discussed (Badiou, 2005a)], or to articulate a truth
through action by being present/being with: aggregating [e.g . sitting in/protesting]
or conversly by being abscent or dispersing [e.g. locking out/striking], each giving
form to a truth, making visable or existant that which was previously invisable or
inexistent, And while verbal and written language may be the predicate of postmodern
comunication perhaps it could support a platform or be supported by a platform where
other registers of marking in space could be produced, innovating the process of
naming the truth.
..The singular relation of the subject to the truth whose procedure it
supports is the following: the subject believes that there is a Truth, and
this belief occurs in the form of knowledge. I term this knowing belief
Confidence. What does confidence signify? By means of finite enquiries, the
operator of fidelity locally discerns the connections and disconnections
between multiples of the situation and the name of the event. (Badiou,
2005a, p.397)
Relative to this agrument I posit an expanded definition of the term ‘language’ to
include all actions that could form systems of comunication between subjects. And that
It is through a tenacious process of faithul enquiry[enquiry carried out in fidelity
to the event](Badiou, 2005a)that the subject attempts to fasion new terms from all
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elements of the situation combining languages [art , music, demonstration,
annunciation] to form a name. I would maintain that faithful equiry now consists of
the testing of combinations of comunicative registers that in the right configuration
could most closly approximate the extra-situational truth of the event, and suceed in
making it material: marking it in space and time, so that it can be seen, heard and
felt, with the hope of transforming the situation.

The Local occurrence of the Void, a manifestation of Desire/Need, an aggregation of
Being.

The Biopolitical horizon of the world is plural. The multitude is an
irreducible ensemble of singularities, and singularity (as an instance of
exposure to the beyond measure) is the production of new pluralities, of new
multitudes. Situated at the edge of time every productive nexus between
singularities in the core of the multitude, and between singular multitudes, is
a communicative nexus. In this context, production is the production of
subjectivity.(Negri, 2003, p.230)

In this section I will attempt to develop an understanding of the loving bond in the
context of the multiple, examining how love as an indiscernible and unprecedented
manifestation of desire/need produced by an exposure to the void/the immeasurable can
form a nexus of co-operative singularities and in that sense form a political subject
body.

•

U = universality,
Ubiquity, a positive
but analyzable term
that supports the
indiscernible object
of Desire.

•

M = Man

•

W = Woman

•

T = Situation

Fig.2
Fig. 2 is a development of the diagram (Fig. 1 2) detailed in chapter one, while each
character holds the same value as before, here Badiou’s thesis on the love encounter
between two subjects has been expanded to a co-operation of multiple subjects, we see
that the truth of this encounter is that many and not just one are at work in the
situation: this diagram (Fig.2) posits the potential of an affective connection,
indiscernible in its totality, that can be formed between multiple subjects. Here once
again each connection is unique, each subject holds nothing in common with the other
bar this singular connection of desire and his/her part in the formation of this
2

See appendix
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aggregate body of individual loving subjects within the situation. I term this
formation, illustrated in Fig.2, the loving aggregate.
Co-operation is the constellation of differences in the heart of the multitude;
it is that clinemen that productively organises the chaos of the multitude. We
speak here of constellations, where others have spoken of dispositifs or
assemblages. This is only the first step.. in which we seek the reason and /or
the dynamic force of this process…love as the constitutive power of every
constellation (Negri, 2003, pp. 230-231)
Negri’s choice of the term co-operation underscores the simultaneous nature of
subjectivisation that occurs in the aggregative love encounter detailed in the diagram
(Fig.2). On the one hand the term [co-operation] articulates a group that operates or
goes to work together and “at the same time”, and on the other hand, a group that is
affected or operated upon “at the same time”. The loving aggregate is formed as it is
affected by the event and co-operates as it works to institute the truth of that
event, in a singular and simultaneous movement: each subject activated in their own
direction (Badiou, 2008). It must also be considered that co-operation as a social
mechanism pertains to a common desire or need that cannot be achieved by one body
alone, a desire or a need that initiates the formation of an organisation of bodies in
common.
Negri states that the mutuation of Love reveals that the common is not an abstraction
of individual interests, but a circulation of singular needs (Negri, 2003, p. 216),
needs I would contend that are not contained by the count of the situation but held by
an inconsistent grouping of subjects that hold need in common, and though that need or
desire may not be the same for each member of that group/aggregate, the existence of a
need as such forms a common bond or a “productive constellation” (Negri, 2003, p.231)
A productive constellation is formed where the power differences of the
multitude co-operate, creating new power. A constellation is more productive
than the sum of the productive singularities (taken separately) that co-operate
with in them. It is thus for this reason that the singularities endeavour to
co-operate and the singular multitudes form constellations, because in that
away they may produce more; or better still, they can continuously move beyond
the singular measure of productivity and can open themselves increasingly to
the immeasurable.(Negri, 2003, p.231)
What Negri describes as a “productive constellation” and what I have equated as the
loving aggregate, could also be compared to what Badiou defines as the political
subject. In his writing on the Paris Commune in the English translation of Polemics,
published in 2006, Badiou defined the political subject as one that forms a meta-state
within the state; a pure presentation of elements which belong to the situation,
irrespective of all cultural predicates, that organise and seek radical independence
and self determination in the form of a complete rejection of all classifications and
nominations that structured the state of the preceding situation, and in the formation
of new names and values (Badiou, 2006, p.xvii ). Badiou states that: “A political
rupture is always a combination of subjective capacity and an organization-totally
independent of state.” 3 (Badiou, 2006, p. 289)
This meta-state/organisation/aggregation succeeds in rupturing the current state and
transforming the logic, which structures it; by virtue of both its subjective
strengths and its ability to organise, to co-operate and to co-ordinate those
strengths in relation to the truth and the situation. The political subject/
constellation/ aggregation transforms the values and appearance of its elements
through the declaration of its own existence (Badiou, 2006) and, as I discussed in
chapter one, the formation of new terms. The diagram above (Fig.2, the loving
aggregate) can be understood in these terms; as a meta-state/set that declares
itself/names itself/counts itself by virtue of its existence i.e. through its presence
it marks itself in space, creates its own logic internally, and bears its own
relationship to the world via its own criteria of affinities and values, which are
3

A term introduced in Being and Event: The state/The State dictates the
count/structure of the situation. (Badiou, 2005)
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generated by its participants through what Badiou has termed a collective political
discipline. Put in terms of the diagram: the aggregating subjects {M}’s and {W}’s
project their own values in to the world {T}.
However I must add that to those that do not form part of this collective/aggregation
the names and values they generate seem empty or worthless, because as terms they lack
a referent beyond the internal logic of the meta-state of their origin, and thus to
the outsider, who is disconnected from their truth these terms appear to “make up a
conent-free-langauge” (Badiou, 2005, p. 398). Badiou states:
Hence, any revolutionary politics is considered to maintain utopian (or nonrealistic) discourse; a scientific revolution is received with scepticism, or
held to be an abstraction without base in experiments; and lover’s babble is
dismissed as infantile foolishness by the wise. (Badiou, 2005, p. 398).

Badiou maintains that transvaluation 4, or the transformation of values and the
production new meaning is characteristic in the formation of the political subject in
as much the production of new language attests to the formation of an organised, cooperative and self determined group that embodies the possibility of a new and working
alternative to the state of the preceding situation, not by virtue of its unity or
oneness, but by virtue of its being as a heterogeneous multiplicity drawn together or
localised by the affective resonance of an evental truth. 5
Aggregation {U} and the void: Desire and the Void,
In the first chapter I indicated in Fig.1 the connection between what Badiou named The
Void/the proper name of being/ inconsistent multiplicity and the obscure union {U};
also described as universality/ubiquity which supports the object of desire in the
other (Badiou, 2008). It would appear that, as the void is the sub set of any set
(Badiou, 2005, p.88), its connection with {U} in this case, while indiscernible,
creates the effect of belonging i.e. the void is a subset of {U}, {M}, {W} and {T} and
in that sense is a their common term, there for the void’s appearance in connection
with {U} establishes {U} as set that manifests what is indiscernible and common
between all sets.
(Badiou, 2005a).
In this diagram (Fig.2) {U} is a positive 6 unanalysable set (Badiou, 2008) that acts
as an interlocutor 7 between the unpresentable void and humanity. The presentation of
{U} is manifested by the subjects call for something that dose not exist with in the
situation; an inexistence 8 in the current structure, an inexistence that can only be
supplemented by the restructuring power of an event, in this case the event of Love, a
Love that is engendered in the multiple connection illustrated in Fig. 2.
4

A term previously used by Nietzsche to describe the transformation of all values in
relation to Christianity in his 1888 publication The Antichrist. Negri used the term
‘Transvaluation’ to describe the ontological transformation that occurred when the
values of the pre-evental situation were totally transformed and the units of measure
that supported those values dissolved to give way to a new set of values determined by
the need/desire of the common.
5
While I note this definition does not totally conform to what Negri thesis on the
common or his deffinition of a “productive constellation” which is not necissarily
predicated on the chance ocurrence of evental subjectification, but rather emerges
from a self-valoursing realisation of ones own potential in co-operation with others.
However I maintain that at its core it the concept of a tranformation of values
initaited by the emergence of a new socio-politcal formation founded on love.
6
Positive meaning it is not the void/∅[zero]
7
I choose the term interlocution here to articulate the dialogic position of {U} in
relation to the void and humanity, its appearance in the Love encounter as the
indiscernible object of desire is Evental.
8
I use Badiou’s term here to differentiate an ‘inexistence’ from a lack. For while a
lack is a known deficiency or absence of something needed or desirable and requires
the missing element to restore a situation, for Badiou an inexistence requires a
supplementation or excess of the situation, bringing something that was not previously
existent or known to be absent to the situation. (Badiou, 2008)
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The power of the concept of an aggregation around the ineffable paradoxically
articulates a common call for transformation from within the situation via what Negri
called poverty’s exposure to the immeasurable or what Badiou has described as the
limit of the situation or the edge of being. This aggregation can be understood as a
‘marking in space’ or a ‘naming’ of a truth[e.g. need] in itself.
While I could place the limit of the situation in literal relation to the limit of
recourses or the limit of a particular political regime. In developing an abstract
schematic system in this dissertation it is my intention to articulate the concept of
a worlds limits on an abstract level, marked out as a physical and temporal space
occupied by a subject, and in doing so allow, via that abstraction, for this system to
be tested in relation to multiple situations in which a limit of any kind could be
seen to exist.
Desire, Time, The body and The Void : Negri &

Bergson

Kairδs becomes relevant here once more, not just in the naming/ declaration of love
between two or more subjects but in the capacity of understanding the origin of
need/desire within the situation and how the nexus of subjects comes to form around
it; placing the subject body as a whole at the interlocutory point between the eternal
past, the immediate present and the immeasurable future.

When the body reflects, it is on
(the ‘before’), and on the other
If the before is the eternal and
eternal by putting it in contact
relationship is immeasurable, it
2003, p.174)

the one hand immersed in the material field
hand, it is open to innovation (the ‘after’).
the after is the to-come, the body reflects the
with the to-come, because even if this
is still, at the same time, production. (Negri,

This quote by Negri resonates with a theory of time developed much earlier by Henri
Bergson (Fig.3). Bergson like Negri placed the body at the interlocutory point between
the pure past and the perpetually shifting present. For Bergson voluntary memory
(Bergson, 1991) was how the human mind utilized a coextensive past to aid the moment
at hand, as it evolved. Those memories or elements of the past that were most useful
or necessary were closest in proximity to the thoughts of the subject. The subject
then physically acted on these thoughts producing the present. Bergson states:
My present consists in the consciousness I have of my body, having extensions in
space, my body experiences sensation and at the same time executes movements.
Situated between the matter which influences it and that on which it had
influence, my body is a centre of action, The place where the impressions
received choose intelligently the path they will follow...thus it indeed
represents the actual state of my becoming, that part of my duration that is in
process of growth. More generally, in that continuity of becoming which is
reality itself, The present moment is constituted by the quasi-instantaneous
section effected by our perception… and this is precisely that which we call the
material world, our body occupies…. that part of which we directly feel the
flux, in its actual state matter is to be defined as a present that is always
beginning again. (Bergson, 1991, p.138)

It is important to note here that while Bergson’s ontology as a whole differs quite
distinctly from the more abstract and political projects of Negri and Badiou, and
pertains predominantly to our relationship with the past, it is Bergson’s
philosophical and diagrammatic articulation (Fig.3) of the concept of a coextensive
space-time, graduated in its proximity and indiscernible in its totality, to which all
Being bears a relation, and from which the material word is constituted via the
interlocution of the body, that gives me cause to introduce this aspect of his work at
this time; bearing in mind that it is not the objective of this dissertation to hold
fidelity to any single theorist but instead to test and put to work those elements of
each that furnish and support the development of my own synthetic theoretical system.
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•

P = Present Situation

•

S = The body/
sensory motor

•

A‐B = The Past at
graduated levels of
proximity/utility

Fig.3 (Bergson, 1991, p. 162)
This dissertation seeks to expand Bergson’s notion of the single body as the temporal
intersection between past and future, to a multiple and simultaneous aggregation of
bodies that each in their own way accesses a coextensive temporal plain in order to
aid and sustain themselves as a whole.
•

{U} = Supports the
manifestation of desire as an
Aid to the situation, but an
aid that remains indiscernible
in its totality/singular needs

•

{U} can connect to or
aggregate multiple
disjunctions around a generic
but localized affect.

•

{U} is Manifest through the
local occurrence of the void
and is a manifestation of a
Desire/Need for that which
in‐exists.

•

{U} is located at the point of
intersection between past
and future i.e. The Pure
present

Fig.4
Fig.4 is a hybrid or synthetic diagram, which utilises Bergson’s schema to visually
present the origin of the set {U}. It attempts to illustrate {U}’s connection not just
to the pure past in Bergson’s terms, but to an expanded notion of the
immeasurable/eternal spatiotemporal dimension of all being. Here {U} manifests a truth
that was previously inexistent in the situation, a truth that is needed/desired by the
subjects for the transformation and evolution of the situation, but remains
indiscernible in its totality. In this Diagram the truth is manifested in the
situation via the subjects mutual attraction and connection with {U}, they name, or
mark that truth in space via their aggregation, transforming the structural values of
the situation via the formation of a new co-operative singularity i.e. e. the
political subject body.
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This transformative and aggregative truth can be resuscitated from the past, where an
Evental truth is retroactively recognised, innovated and put to work in the present
[in its new context the past can rupture or create a gap in the present where a future
can take form] or it can arrive from an immeasurable exteriority, a concept I will
expand upon in chapter three.
I would contend in relation to this diagram, that relative to time and space the truth
is without delineation [the truth is infinite] and that it only comes to be measured
in these terms at its point of intersection with the world/situation via the body. In
concurrence with this Negri defined the material field of the production of being as
corporeal and the world as an ensemble of bodies or ‘monads of kairδs’ that bring the
eternal past into contact with the immeasurable future through a praxis of time that
involved both reflection and action. (Negri, 2003, p.170).
Negri states:
If ontological reflection on the materialist field is posed by Kairδs, and if
it is the body that caries out this reflection, it will have to first accept
the immeasurability that exists between the eternal and the to-come. In fact,
the corporeal field of ontological reflection is eternal and the field that is
determined by Kairδs is absolutely open. But if the body is the ‘bearer’
(Täger) of kairδs, it will not be easy for it to sustain this relationship. Yet
it does so because the body in so far as it is power of determination that
lives in the singularity of the materialist field, is as though nourished by
the gap that generates the immeasurable.
As we have seen, the key to the production of new being is indeed located in
the gap of ontological temporality. The body reacts to the gap by producing new
being. Given that the body is inserted in the materialist field of the eternal,
it leads the eternal itself--the eternal in its entirety and entirely in the
single instant--to the gap and regenerates it, testing itself out--itself, as
body--in the form of praxis of time. In the first place, corporeal reflection
is thus an ontological immersion that activates the eternal through it is
opening on the edge of being, on the point of the to-come. (Negri, 2003,
pp.173-174)
In concurrence with Bergson, Negri positions ‘the key production of new being” in this
temporal interstice between past and future, as “the kairδs of bodies...create truths
through praxis” (Negri, 2003, p.176). In a sense the body transmutes time to form
space, through thought /reflection and action, and in this way the body makes tangible
or material the resistance offered by the inconsistency of Being [i.e. the void] to
the consistent structure of the situation or in other words; the body gives finite
form to an infinite truth so that is can be put to work in the transformation of an
equally finite world, or put simply: through a physical and psychical practice of
reflection and creative experimentation in space and time the subject can create new
ways of being in the world.
In all love the body lingers in the gap of this exchange between finite and infinite:
the body and the truth, and it remains in this moment of mutuation, whose sustaining
quality is that of a durational intensity that persists as long as need/desire
presents itself as a call for that which is beyond the situation.
The body is the material power to answer this need through testing and innovation, or,
to return to Badiou’s terms: the pursuit of faithful enquiry
(Badiou, 2005a) a process in which the Subject, as one who has borne faithful witness
to the truth event and named it as such, seeks effective means by which to act on that
truth via the exploration of courses of action that may or may not prove
veridical/true to the event. Faithful enquiry leads to the formation of a generic
procedure and the generic procedure is the institution of an Evental truth and the
transformation of the situation via a new form of praxis.
It would appear that for both Negri and Badiou Subjects are formed and aggregate at
the edge of being; in poverty’s exposure to the immeasurable. Drawn together by need
and held together by love; they experiment [faithful enquiry] and develop [generic]
procedures in fidelity to the truth of their existence; the truth that they are many,
that they are together, and that they can love and produce themselves differently.
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The experience of poverty introduces one to the constitution of the common; the
experience of love is an activity of construction of the common. If the common
is the incarnation of love, then poverty provides the corporeal basis of this
relation. From this perspective, one can say with out any doubt that the
relation between poverty and love is configured as an eternal return of the
power of love to the location of poverty. And it is a creative return that
installs itself in the physical and ethical context of the fall of atoms of
life, yet it breaks the linearity of their fall and so generates the common, It
is the figure of the clinamen, but in subjective form; it is the chaos of the
eternal cosmos, but brought back to subjectivity. The common is animated and
given subjective determination when borne of the creative relation between
poverty and love. It is for this reason that, in order to nourish the desire of
the common, one must be, or one must make oneself poor; and if one wishes to
construct the common, one must love. (Negri, 2003, p.210)
In this quote Negri like Badiou seeks to transform how poverty is perceived. Turning
away from notions of fear, powerlessness, subjugation and death and instead presenting
poverty as the physical and psychical state of necessity and bare subjectivity that
can produce love amongst the multitude. A place of perpetual inconsistency, where
those ‘who have nothing to loose but their chains’ (Marx, 2008, p.48) aggregate in
dynamic co-operation and restructure their world according to their need/desire to
live.
Using the analogy of the figure of the Clinamen Negri articulates the necessity of
inconsistency and collision in the unpredictable fall of atoms that is the formation
of life. This analogy can be developed to further articulate our diagram as the
collision or falling together of singularities or subjects attracted or held together
in the common operation of truth or a simultaneous recognition of the void with in the
situation or the inconsistency at the centre of all life: to Co-operate is to operate
in common, this is the power that the poor posses in their co-operative aggregation.
This power threatens the state of the situation, because the poor by virtue of their
need, articulate a call from within the situation for that which is beyond its limit,
and there for cannot be satisfied or indeed pacified by anything that is produced
within it [the situation].
It is here that an understanding of charity or Caritas or aid can be exemplified as a
misconception of love. Caritas objectifies poverty (Hardt, 2007) and attempts to give
a measure to the immeasurable need/desire that poverty articulates.
A natural measure is imposed upon the slave [the poor]; a measure of the
exploitation of work is imposed on the proletariat; everywhere measure, against
the immeasurableness of the practice of the eternal by the poor; a hierarchy
against the common; the rational of wealth, against those of creativity.
(Negri, 2003, p.197)
This can be understood as an attempt by the state to maintain itself via an internally
produced solution to the problem presented to it by a set of subjects whose
need/desire articulates the inadequacy of the current systems of that state.
Relative to this I present a brief example in the statement “Food, water & medicine
will solve Africa’s problem”, while this statement is true in the terms of the
situation, the arrival of food, water and medicine in Africa will not transform the
ontology of the situation, but simply create for the poor yet another structure of
dependence that supports the current situation rather than in Felix Guattari’s terms,
precipitate a total transformation of the situation that would have the people “put in
place their own power formations which affirm themselves with in new relations of
forces.” (Guattari, 1995, p.124)
In summary, it would seem then that the power of the poor is produced through their
faith in the plenitude of Being, or in “their practice of the eternal”. In its
incommensurability with the state and its structuring units of value and measure,
poverty, according to Negri, becomes a category of political resistance.
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Residing in that gap between the situation and the void the poor aggregate and cooperate as they transform and generate for themselves a world independent of the
state, forming, what we have defined in Badiou’s terms as, a political subject.
The next chapter of this dissertation I will continue, with the support of my
references, to expand on the points made here, and will attempt to develop a new
schema by which we can understand and articulate the spatio-temporal position of the
poor in the form of the political subject /loving aggregate and discuss the mechanics
of their formation relative to time and space.

Appendix:
Fig.1

•

U = universality,
Ubiquity, a positive but
analyzable term that
supports the
indiscernible object of
Desire.

•

M = Man

•

W = Woman

•

V = Void

•

T = Situation
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The Diagram (Fig.1) illustrates Badiou’s presentation of these disjunctive positions
as the two sexed positions of male and female, represented by the sets M and W in our
diagram. It must be understood here that by disjunction Badiou maintains that there is
absolutely no point of commonality between the two positions and emphasizes that these
representations do not signify empirical gendered positions but rather subjective
difference at its most fundamental level (Badiou, 2008); while Badiou could be
criticized for his hetronormative use of examples it could be maintained that in order
for the difference between the sets and their predicates to be indicated clearly the
use of different genders or more specifically different letters in this case maintains
clarity in the introduction of his primary concepts.
The diagram (Fig.1) can also be expressed in terms of set theory as:
[U ∪ W & U ∪ M] ⊂ T.
In the diagram seen here we note the sets marked M and W do not intersect directly at
any point but rather are connected via the set marked U and contained with in the set
marked T.
Here Badiou equates the singular connection of {U} 9 with universality /ubiquity.
Describing {U} as an un-analyzable determination without descriptive multiplicity that
attests, by its presence to the possibility of a desiring connection while maintaining
the differences/disjunctions of the two positions. {U} is a positive set that shares
elements with both {M} and {W}.
According to Badiou the obscure object of desire, which is supported by {U} and
located in the other, guides the Love Encounter. But love as love is not focused on
any one element of that other but goes directly to the complete individual, who as a
total being is seen to mysteriously support the object of desire Love for Badiou is
the difference between the object as cause for Desire, recognized in the other [in the
case of lust or sexual attraction] and the a complete being as a subject of love who
supports desire in its very being as such [in the case of true love]. (Badiou, 2008)
Returning to Fig. 1 and the set marked T which in accordance with Badiou’s thesis
represents the world or the situation and it is within this sphere that I place
Language as system of communication between multiple disjunctive and fragmented
positions, a commons that operates via a mutual recognition or intelligibility of
fundamental difference, but one that is accepted by each not as a point of connection
itself but rather as an inadequate but necessary interface that moderates between
singularities.
It is clear form the diagram that the two positions do not come into direct contact in
the situation but merely exist within it simultaneously, and that it is the chance
occurrence of the encounter that connects and activates each simultaneously yet in
their own individual direction, through their activation and intersection with the set
U (Badiou, 2008).
Love activates U in two different directions; a love encounter is what
attributes Eventaly a dual function to the atomic and un-analyzable
intersection of two sexed positions. It Is the function of the object by which
desire finds its cause and the function of a point from Which the 2 produces
its unity in the form of a process of investigation of the world from the Point
of view of the two. (Badiou, 2008)
Badiou maintains that here love creates an arena where the presentation of an immanent
or proper 2 as 2 is possible. The use of the word immanent here, confirms that
Badiou’s 2 is not the result of Summation 1+1 or of fusion 2 becoming 1 but rather a 2
in excess of its self. For Badiou love is understood as the supplementation of a nonconnection rather than its dissolution [or reconnection]. (Badiou, 2008)

This essay is an adapted chapter from Alice Rekab’s thesis by the same name.

9

The appearance of the letters U, M, W, T in brackets { } defines them as a set. i.e.
{U} = the set U. (Badiou, 2005a)
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Frank Wasser
Broken Leg

Hiermit trete ich aus kunst aus…
On the first night of Radical Love, Frank Wasser slipped and fell on a dewy bank
whilst collecting firewood. The damage was initially thought to be a mere sprain. So
his fellow artists helped him hobble over to the fireside where his ankle was bound
and elevated. He spent the night in his tent, and was brought to Tallaght hospital the
next morning where an x-ray revealed a broken fibula.
francis.wasser@gmail.com
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The Provisional University
Patrick Bresnihan & Mick Byrne

AT RADICAL LOVE THE PROVISIONAL UNIVERSITY GAVE THE FIRST PUBLIC PRESENTATON OF THEIR
AUTONOMOUS EDUCATION PROJECT. HERE THEY REFLECT ON THE EXPERIENCE OF RADICAL LOVE AND
THE THEMES WHICH LINK THAT AND THEIR OWN CONCERNS. IN THE PROCESS, THEY PROVIDE SOME
THOUGHTS ON AUTONOMOUS EDUCATION, INSTITUTIONS AND CONFLICT.
We arrived at Radical Love with a certain amount of trepidation. All that we
knew was that we were committing to live with strangers in a context impossible to
imagine beyond the vague and unsettling sense of something ‘art-based’.
Over the
following two days this initial trepidation disappeared. The most obvious and
necessary way this came about was through collective and generalised participation.
Each partook in the venture, in the experiment, in any number of ways that were never
made equivalent, never made commensurate, that is understood through a single,
external measure. It was not determined by the time we spent washing up, the grades we
gave papers, the amount of wood collected for the fire. Each participated equally,
that is according to their capacity and desire.
We want to pick out a number of elements from the experience which were
particularly important for us, and resonated with some of the events we’d organised
previously. After a series of seminars we organised in Seomra Spraoi towards the
beginning of 2010, we were left with the sense that the seminar format left something
to be desired, namely the element of re-subjectivisation. This is something everyone
has experienced: a sense that nothing really happened, not many new connections were
made. Later on we decided to organise something a bit more experimental. Inspired by
the notion of ‘machine’, we tried to imagine how we could put together a series of
elements (human, technological, discursive, visual) which might open up subjective
possibilities and make way for unplanned connections. We were partially successful.
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But it was at Radical Love we first began to see how such an encounter might work.
There were a number of elements to this.
On arrival you immediately felt part of something. You weren’t at an event, you
were the event. If you didn’t listen there would be no paper, if you didn’t take part
there would be no performance, if you didn’t put the kettle on there would be no tea.
You were activated. Participation was a taking part , but never a claim or an ownership
of a part, of a given role or function. No one was prevented from speaking or acting
because of their position. All brought their skills and knowledge, a paper presented,
a performance, a flag, food, humour, questions, but none belonged to any single
individual. While each person brought their capacities, realised them in some way,
what emerged could not be said to belong to anyone. This is the basis of the commons:
something that cannot be instituted or measured from outside the situation in which it
is found. The commons establishes the presence of an unspoken equality that exists as
the precondition for all who participate.
Taking part in this living community, this commons, what quickly became clear
was how a different social relationship emerged. Firstly, the porous boundary between
papers, performances and conversations made possible unexpected and multiple
connections. The diversity of forms and spaces of participation made possible a
multiplicitous participation. Arising from this, the event operated an axiomatic
equality which seemed to silently structure the whole experience. Under the tarpaulin,
as by the fire, or in the water, there was a suspension of hierarchy. Because there
were no clear distinctions, between art and academia, between living and working,
between here and there, there could be no way of distinguishing those who could and
those who couldn’t. Elsewhere such distinctions are carried in the very fabric of the
encounter- teacher speaks and student listens. The demands created by such predetermined encounters are internalised. They determine what you say and how you act.
But everyone knows that these prescriptions can be broken. That people can teach when
they are not teachers.
At Radical Love, in the absence of any set positions, there
was no way of discriminating, no way of establishing the ‘normal’ hierarchy that
subsists in institutionalised occasions of creativity.
Being part of a living commons requires no qualification except participation
through a common concern. To live like this creates demands: to share space, food,
time with strangers; to spend hours under a tree listening attentively; to fetch water
and carry wood. In the end we left exhausted. But these demands are shouldered by
everyone. The demands of living in common create a space where the only measure is the
common concern, the care of the commons. A commons means more than the absence of
private or public, it means the absence of a measure that can discriminate between
those that can and those who can’t.
There was more to the event than a ‘free space’. The commons comes together
through a common concern. But what was the concern? That we sat and listened to each
other through the heat of an afternoon raises the question, often not raised, of how
this could happen, what strange perversion led a group of young people into a field to
learn from one another? To begin with such an event could not have taken place in any
existing institution under normal conditions. It would not have been possible to
dissolve the boundaries, to legislate for such creative ambiguity. We could say the
field became a space because it was created by an excess of desire, of knowledge, of
creativity, that could not find expression, sufficient expression, within any other
existing settings. In a sense it was a flight, an escape, not from the city, but from
the incessant bureaucracies of our time. This subtraction from the state of affairs is
not just an objective one, a physical migration, but an imperceptibly political one.
Taking politics in Ranciere’s terms to mean a refusal or a break with the given
distribution of roles and functions, the governing sensibility that says knowledge
takes place here and not there, that says young people are passive and disinterested,
that students are hedonistic, their roles prescribed as the narrow passage from school
to university to work, we can say that Radical love was a short, sharp instance of
this negation: a strange anarchic assembly gathered through a stuttering refusal.
The excessive element of radical love, the fact of its happening, its form,
reveals the ever present potential that exists. To think of desire as always spilling
out beyond the reaches of capital or bureaucracy allows us to re-think our capacities
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and what can be done (in the face of a consensus that
that nothing much more can be done). For us, this has
potential, giving us more energy, more courage and more
the provisional university in the few days after Radical
before.

repeats the cynical overture
a genuinely resubjectivising
desire. We had more ideas for
Love than we had in the month

All of this has something to tell us about the question of institutions and how
they relate to transformative potentials. The construction of egalitarian and
autonomous processes is perhaps the central political task today. The wholeness of the
radical love experience exposes the emptiness of other political encounters such as
protests, characterised by a reactive sensibility, a temporality (we protest when they
do something) and spatiality (we protest outside their buildings, reinforcing their
symbolic power) determined by power. Autonomous processes and institutions are
possible because institutions, while they tend to appear as the source of creativity,
are in fact merely a kind of structuring (at best) or capturing (at worst) of it. Here
we don’t want to get into an ultra-libertarian dismal of institutions. We prefer to
see institutions as a generic organising apparatus characterised by closures and
openings. The dilemma is, as Donal’s paper makes clear, how to maintain the openings
and combat the closings. The potentials and limitations of the assemblage highlighted
in Olkowski’s work on Deleuze and Guattarri are instructive here:
An
assemblage
is
a
multiplicity.
If
it
is
“territorialized”
and
“stratified” it is organized according to the principles of categorical
reflection. Such an assemblage is slow and viscous-that is, stable- and makes
possible ‘a kind of organism, in the sense of an organic whole, a signifying
totality, or a determination attributable to a subject” (D and G qoued p 27)...
Turned towards lines of flight that are movements of “deterritorialization”, that
is, of destabilization, the assemblage is dismantled as an organism. This means
that it is not an organic representation attributable to a subject; it is the
monstrosity.’ (Olkowski: 27)
Radical Love teaches
encounter as an ‘organism’
‘machine’.

us how to dismantle an artistic/academic/political
and institute the encounter as a resubjectivising

Describing an excess of desire unfolding under trees is impossible without
recalling the hedge schools of the eighteenth century. The hedge schools that
proliferated across Ireland during the eighteenth century grew out of a refusal to
accept state prescriptions on the content of knowledge and those who could speak in
its name. For the English state the Irish people had no need of poetry or imagination.
“In a country where there is hardly any employment but tilling the ground, it
(learning) can eventually be of no use except to such as are bred to trades”.
Education commissioners, geographers, economists, prospectors reported that the Irish
were little more than hewers of wood and drawers of water. The 1806 report on the
future of Irish education concluded: “to inculcate democracy and a foolish hankering
after undefined liberty is not necessary in Ireland.” Instead children were taught
Mrs. Marcet’s fairy tale: in an imaginary world of equality and freedom life is so
diabolical and disturbing that the characters plead for a return to the status quo, to
the security of their earlier enslavements.
As these lessons were being fostered by the state the Irish people were
enacting a different truth, namely that equality did not equate to chaos and anarchy.
Hedge school teachers had no qualification other than that offered to them through the
support of the people. Classes had no curriculum other that which was desired by the
students. Participation was not quantified according to pre-defined standards, each
did according to what and how they could. The novelist William Carleton wrote of his
experiences in the hedge school: “I did not read the classics as they are usually read
by Learners. I read them as novels – I looked to the story – the narrative – not to
the Grammatical or other difficulties.” This relates to Ranciere’s concept of
‘literarity’, the revelation that equality is inherent in the reader’s capacity to
interpret texts for themselves even as the teacher is enrolled to interpret it for
them. The hedge schools did not operate through any fixed curriculum. The most popular
text book was the chapbook: cheap, widely distributed literature of romance, chivalry
or highway robbery. They were banned by the state and considered to represent the
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depravity of the hedge schools where nothing but ‘gilded lies’ and ‘make believe’ were
taught. Wakefield, in his ‘Account of Ireland’, feared for the security of the state
because of the books being taught in the schools, books which were impossible to read
“without imbibing a spirit of disloyalty to the government, and hatred of the present
royal family and the English connection.”
Rather than submit to an education insistent on one, limited vision of Irish
history, literature, geography and language, or submit to a life of animal-like
subsistence, the elimination of thought and imagination, Irish people created an
alternative model of education that refused either identification: the ‘good subject’
or the ‘ignorant peasant’. The importance of the hedge schools was not the content of
the education, the books and the learning, but the fact of education itself, the
alter- reality that stated: we are educating ourselves because we are able to.
By
refusing to succumb to a particular reality, they kept alive the possibility of
imagining alternative futures. Politics holds to this form of conflict, the break with
a priori identifications, the claim to equality.
Before coming to Radical Love we had presumed that as an ‘art’ event our own
project for an autonomous education in the university would be out of place. But just
as cooking and eating were equal alongside performing and teaching so was our project
equal simply by enacting the same concern for the commons, the same common concern. It
is no exaggeration to say that we felt empowered to speak about it. While we had been
involved in other contexts, with other audiences, we had never spoken so easily and
openly. This wasn’t a matter of finding confidence as individual speakers but of
finding confidence in how to cut lines of articulation through the always uncertain
and fluid nature of an unrealised and unprecedented idea. Being empowered hastens the
ability, and desire, to declare a position, an idea, without hesitation or insecurity.
As Isabelle Stengers writes of the role of magic in the neo-pagan practice of
witchcraft: “In short, it can be characterised in terms of efficacy: It compels
everyone to produce, to ‘artifactualize’ themselves, in a mode that gives the issue
around which they are all gathered the power to activate thinking, a thinking that
belongs to no one, in which no one is right.”
The violent reduction of knowledge and learning within a state-project is today
as visible as it was in the 18 th century, although in very different ways. What we mean
is the attempt by the state, capital and the university-bureaucracy to subordinate
knowledge to the logic of the so-called ‘smart economy’. Knowledge as an independent
and egalitarian activity gives way to knowledge as exchange value. Here the smart
economy faces a variety of difficulties. In order for the smart economy to function
the generation of knowledge, research and innovation within the university must be
enabled. The difficulty is, the very activity of research requires an autonomy that is
always in danger of escaping the control of capital (Hardt and Negri). The response
has been, on the one hand, to rearticulate exploitation through the notion of
‘capture’. For example, in relation to Enterprise Ireland, Mary Hanifan, the Tainitse
and former Minster for Enterprise Trade and Employment, said: ‘Enterprise Ireland has
developed a range of schemes to ensure we have the capacity to capture and
transform...ideas…into commercial reality’, while Brian Cowen has talked of the
progress made in ‘capturing, protecting and commercialising ideas and know-how’.
On the other hand, bureaucratic mechanisms which attempt to predetermine
research and augment the domination of researchers are well in evidence. One of the
main strategies here is to cut direct funding to the universities and instead have
specific funding, for example linked to particular projects (with pre-determined
objectives) or research output. Our understanding is that Trinity, for example,
currently plans to do away with all research staff directly funded by the university,
i.e. to have only researchers with external funding. This would be a drastic attack on
independent research.
Those of us whose lives are in one way or another entangled with the university
find it increasingly difficult to remember that it is our curiosity and our desire
that sustains the university, as the university-bureaucracy presents itself as the
‘owner’ of the university. From the perspective of the provisional university, the
university is neither public (state-owned) nor private (capital-owned) but common .
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The challenge then is: how to ‘activate’ the common, the invisible force that
sustains the university, but which the university-bureaucracy will not (and cannot)
acknowledge? With this in mind, our goal is to express, augment and organise
autonomous research and study, to withdraw our energy and curiosity in a kind of
subjective strike and to rearticulate them in a collective, open and horizontal
fashion. Ours is a university open to anyone who wishes to participate in the
generation of knowledge, irrespective of the hierarchies and exclusions operated by
the 2nd level education system and other inegalitarian forces.
This is not an escape from the university-bureaucracy; it is an escape into the
university, and into the conflicts and antagonisms at stake there. There is no
transformation without conflict, and there is no escape without transformation. We
don’t want to isolate ourselves but rather to stage a dispute with the universitybureaucracy. We imagine this in a number of senses. We intend to ‘liberate’ elements
of the university-apparatus and reorganise them, for example, through the collective
re-conversion of institutional spaces into the ‘public spaces’ they are supposed to
be. We also hope to imagine ways of interpolating the university-bureaucracy into a
conflict around who has the authority to decide what happens to the university-to
force the bureaucracy to show its hand. We believe that through the handling of a
Wrong, equality can be demonstrated in a way which exposes the contingencies of the
prevailing hierarchies and exclusions:
Politics exists because those who have no right to be counted as speaking beings
make themselves of some account, setting up a community by the fact of placing in
common a world that is nothing more than this very confrontation, the
contradiction of two worlds in a single world; the world where they are and the
world where they are not… (Ranciere, Disagreement : 26)
In other words, conflict is central. The question at this point might be,
conflict with what? What’s crucial here is to not to conceptualise our antagonists as
a ‘subject’:
That everyone can join in a political process means that the Two of political
antagonism is not to be thought in terms of a purely destructive competition. A
political process does not pit two well-defined antagonists against each other in
a life-and-death struggle for supremacy. There is, strictly speaking, only one
political actor, namely the we that comes out or demonstrates in the real of
fraternity…What resists the organised political we is not an alternative
political subject so much as the brute inertia of re-presentation, which is
nothing other than the inertia of the status quo itself. Politics thus proceeds
through the invention of new subtractive mechanisms of formalization that can
confront and transform this formless resistance to change. (Hallward: 225)
Conflict is conflict against the limits of the situation, which are also
limitations on equality. There are no shortage of names for the system of limitations
(Empire, the state, the society of control), but there is most certainly a shortage of
experimental conflict with it.
To return to both the experience and themes of Radical Love, autonomous
education institutes a re-subjectivisation which activates an ‘equality of the
commons’. But the question, as formulated in Donal’s contribution, is how to sustain
this? We consider axiomatic equality to have a central importance in this because
equality is the principal which makes us vigilant to any kind of closing down,
stratification and emerging hierarchisation within an institution or process. Its
continual demonstration maintains the subjective dimension without which institutions
inevitably bureaucratise. The enactment of equality, to return to Ranciere’s terms,
and the transgression of ‘policed’ boundaries inherent to such an enactment, already
manifest a conflict with a given distribution of the sensible. What nourishes this,
for us, is a an unbridled generosity and openness in relation to our confrontational
process. We want to make our confrontation common, inviting people to join the
conversation, generating more and more connections and alliances. This is I think what
distinguishes an autonomous process from an isolationist process. Here we have to come
out in the open, put our heads above the parapet, leave the social centre, ‘go
public’. Only by such a multiplication can new encounters be produced and new
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possibilities irrupt, and thus sustain an ongoing political subjectivisation. Here I
think we have to force the situation, and this means naming an element we particularly
don’t like, in our case the university-bureaucracy. We think of this as a kind of
interpolation, but in the opposite sense to that set out by Althuser. For Althuser
ideological interpolation is the moment when the police man hails us (hey you!) and we
answer. What we have in mind is a moment in which we (an unnamed subject which the
bureaucracy is completely incapable of recognising) hail the bureaucracy, forcing them
into a dispute, instituting a division, in short, making visible in a new way the
‘normal’ distribution of spaces and functions.
The question that was raised, and the question that must have occupied all our
minds in the wake of Radical Love, was how to give consistency to this feeling? For it
was first and foremost a feeling, a feeling generated from so little, from such a
short span of time and with no greater occurrence than the active taking part in a
living commons. While struggles against the state go on it is clear that the political
processes required to transform states of being are not as widely or as intensely
experimented with. Politics is a refusal of the status quo. This refusal happens in
the slightest moments and gestures of the everyday but it rarely coheres into a
consistent claim to something else. Perhaps the value taken from Radical Love was the
real, tangible sense that, starting on a necessarily small scale, the creation of a
living commons, a community of equal participants, was really possible; not only
possible but easy. Rather than submit or fight, which is a kind of submission, the
possibility of creating a practical alternative becomes attainable and recognisable as
immanent, as already existing through us. To be empowered is to realise that power is
ours and that finally this power can be directed to different ends.
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